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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Energy and environmental concerns, as reflected through government regUlations, have 
prompted manufacturers to design more energy efficient refrigerator/freezer systems. The design 
process can be greatly enhanced by using accurate design and simulation models. Unlike design 
models, simulation models can be used to predict the performance of the system during off­
design conditions. 
This report describes a refrigerator/freezer system model which can run in either design 
or simulation mode. The results of the model are compared with data taken from a 
refrigerator/freezer system operating under a very wide range of conditions. 
In general there may be large uncertainties associated with the input parameters for the 
models. Consequently it may not be possible to discern the improvements in system 
performance associated with design changes from the errors in output variables that result from 
parametric uncertainty. Therefore, the model is also subjected to a detailed sensitivity analysis 
study to determine which parameters have the greatest effect on certain key output variables. 
The sensitivity analysis is conducted at both a local and global level. The error propagation 
characteristics of the model are examined to determine if the model can be used to evaluate 
design tradeoffs. Finally, possible design improvements for refrigerator/freezers are examined. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

The purpose of this literature review is to identify works which are useful for 
understanding refrigeration system modeling and sensitivity analysis techniques. 
2.1 Refrigeration System Modeling 
Currently there are two steady state models which represent the state-of-art in the public 
domain. Most other models are simpler, offering fewer system configurations and modeling 
options, especially those used for transient system modeling. These steady state models, along 
with expansion devices and charge calculations, are discussed below; see Reeves [1] and Staley 
[2] for reviews of other models. 
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Modulating Heat Pump Design Tool is a steady-state 
heat pump computer model developed for the U.S. Department of Energy [3]. The heat 
exchangers are modeled with multiple zones with variable pressure drop and heat transfer 
coefficients calculated from correlations. The model can simulate both variable speed 
compressors and fans. The model allows the user to either specify or detennine the charge in the 
simulation; numerous charge calculation methods are available. The charge option allows the 
model to run in either design or simulation mode. 
A refrigeration system model is currently being developed- for the Environmental 
Protection Agency Refrigerator Analysis (ERA) program. It is an enhanced version of the first 
public domain refrigeration analysis program which was written by Arthur D. Little, Inc. for the 
U.S. Department of Energy [4]. Both versions are design models; they neither calculate system 
charge nor utilize a capillary tube mass flow rat~ equation. The enhanced version models multi­
zone heat exchangers with either user-specified or calculated overall heat transfer coefficients 
[5]. It also contains a detailed model of cabinet loads. 
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An integral part of any refrigeration system simulation model is the equation 
characterizing the expansion device. Sami and Duong [6] present an analytical method for 
relating pressure drop to mass flow rate through a capillary tube, using mass, momentum and 
energy balances and an equation of state. The model accepts either subcooled, saturated or two­
phase refrigerant conditions at the inlet of the capillary tube. Unlike many other capillary tube 
models, the model is not limited to adiabatic situations. The authors present graphs showing 
good agreement between experimental data and the results of the model. A more detailed review 
of capillary tube/suction line heat exchangers was conducted by Purvis [7]. 
Another important part of a simulation model is the charge calculation. Damasceno et al 
[8] discuss various means of calculating total system charge for a heat pump. Four void fraction 
models were examined: Zivi, Lockhart-Martinelli, Taldon and Hughmark. The authors stressed 
the importance of including all parasitic volumes, return bends and internal volumes when 
predicting total system charge. U sing precise internal volumes and modified void fraction 
models, the authors were able to achieve good agreement between measured and predicted 
dependence of heat pump capacity on total system charge. 
2.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
A review of local and global sensitivity analysis techniques for algebraic and differential 
equations can be found in articles by Tilden et al [9] and Rabitz et al [10]. Tilden discusses in 
detail the differences between local and global sensitivity analysis methods. Brief explanations 
and multiple references are presented for many local sensitivity techniques: Taylor series 
expansions, coupled solution of system and sensitivity equations, and adjoint (Green's function) 
solution of sensitivity equations. References are also provided for several global sensitivity 
analysis methods: Monte Carlo, pattern, and Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Analysis. Rabitz 
discusses additional local sensitivity methods: finite difference, curve fitting and derivative 
extraction. 
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Chapter 3 

Model Description and Results 

3.1 Introduction 
Currently, most public domain refrigeration models are design models. Specifically, 
these models can not simulate off-design performance. Since the exit conditions of both the 
condenser and the evaporator are specified by the user, the models assumes that the system 
charge and capillary tube are optimized to achieve these specified conditions. Because of their 
specified heat exchanger exit conditions, design models can not predict the performance of a 
refrigerator over ranges: ambient temperatures; compressor speeds; or the conditions experienced 
during cycling. By adding two more equations we can calculate rather than assume heat 
exchanger exit conditions. Such a simulation model (ACRC2) was developed at the University 
of Illinois Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center (ACRC). The model can predict 
refrigerator performance during off-design conditions because it contains a capillary tube mass 
flow rate equation and an equation for charge conservation. The model iterates to determine 
whether the exit of the condenser is flooded or subcooled and whether the exit of the evaporator 
is flooded or superheated . 
Furthermore, many previous public domain refrigeration models used successive 
substitution methods to solve the system of equations. The ACRC2 model uses the Newton­
Raphson solution technique for four main reasons. It is more reliable and more rapidly 
convergent [1]; the order of the equations is not important; it easily handles models whose 
equations are continuously being modified by the modeler and because equations are not 
entangled with the solution algorithm. 
The following pages contain a description of the ACRC2 model, a brief explanation of 
the solution algorithm, and comparisons of simulation and experimental results. A more detailed 
description is provided in Appendix A. 
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Interchanger ---,_.._ 
® 
® 
3.2 Description 
The ACRC2 model simulates a domestic refrigerator/freezer with a compressor, 
condenser and evaporator and capillary tube/suction line heat exchanger. Figure 3.1 is a 
schematic diagram of the refrigeration system. The condenser and the evaporator are modeled as 
three zone and two zone heat exchangers, respectively. Each zone of the heat exchangers 
assumes a constant overall heat transfer coefficient and constant pressure drop. The capillary 
tube/suction line heat exchanger is modeled as a single zone heat exchanger having a constant 
effectiveness. The capillary tube mass flow rate equation is a curve fit of experimental data. The 
freezer and fresh food compartments are modeled with constant UA's. The compressor model 
equations are biquadratic curve fits of compressor mass flow rate and compressor power map 
data. 
The model can be run in either simulation mode or design mode. In simulation mode, the 
exit conditions of the condenser and evaporator are calculated by the model using the capillary 
tube mass flow rate equation and system charge equations. In design mode, these two equations 
are neglected and the user must specified the exit conditions of both the condenser and the 
evaporator, i.e. either exit quality or the amount of subcooling or superheat. 
® @~----CD ® @ 
....-..... Condenser \,.:::...-...:;...-;:;r--,::::...-:::::::.....,. 
Evaporator 
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of refrigeration system 
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The following paragraphs describe the general structure of the equations for each 
component of the model in the following order: condenser, evaporator, capillary tube/suction 
line heat exchanger, capillary tube, cabinet and compressor. The complete list of the governing 
equations can be found in Appendix A along with a table listing all of the parameters and 
variables of the model. 
The condenser equations are divided into the three condenser zones: subcooled, two­
phase, and desuperheating zones. The inputs necessary for the condenser model are listed in 
Table 3.1. Each zone is governed by three energy equations : refrigerant side energy balance, air 
side energy balance, and an effectiveness rate equation. The value of UA used to calculate 
effectiveness is the product of the parameter U and the calculated surface area of the zone. The 
total area for the condenser is constrained by the parameter 3cond, the total surface area of the 
condenser. 
Table 3.1 Condenser parameters 
Parameter TYPICal 
Values 
Descnption 
3cond 6.4 Total heat transfer area of the condenser (ft2) 
FanPos 0 Condenser fan posIUon - 0 if fan is before compressor, 1 if 
after compressor 
fleak 0.35 Fraction air which eXits near the compressor 
frecife 0.319 Fraction of condenser air which recIrculates 
funstream 0.7 Fraction of condenser area before the comPressor 
Pcond 16 C:ondenserfan power (YV) 
:QpDischarge 0.2 Pressure droj! in compressor discharge line (psia) 
DpSupC:ond 0.05 Pressure drop in the desuperheating zone of condenser (psla) 
Dp2phC:ond 0.46 Pressure drop In the two-phase zone of condenser (psia) 
Dj)SubJ.&nd 0.0 Pressure drop_ in the subcooled zone of condenser (psla) 
DpLiquid 0.0 Pressure drop In liquid lIne (psia) 
Subeff 0 Geometry for the subcooled zone of condenser - 0 tor parallel 
counter flow, 1 for counter flow 
Supeffc 0 Geometry for the desuperheating zone of the condenser - 0 for 
parallel counter flow, 1 for counter flow 
Twophase 1 Condenser exit conttol- Ofor subcool~, 1 for two-phase 
u2phcolld 8.2 U for the two-phase zone of the cond (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
usubcond 3.4 U for the subcooled zone of the condo (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
USUPcond 8.9 U for the desuperheatin~ zone of the condo (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
vdolcond 105.8 Volumetnc air flow rate for the condenser (cfm) 
Volcond 0.00942 Total condenser volume (ft3) 
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Since numerous condenser/compressor geometries are utilized by manufacturers, 
additional parameters must be specified to describe the air flow pattern of the 
condenser/compressor configuration (Figure 3.2). 
Air In Air Out 
frecirc ~ 
. A 
 Front 
-~Grille- - .,- - -
~~~~~~~~~~~Pr~ 
! 
I 
Condenser I 
Figure 3.2 Condenser/compressor configuration 
This flow pattern is characterized by three parameters: fleak, the fraction of air which exits the 
control volume near the compressor; frecire, the fraction of air leaving the exit of the condenser 
which mixes with the entering fresh air; and fupstream, the fraction of the condenser area upstream 
of the condenser. 
Condenser effectiveness equations depend on whether the subcooled and desuperheating 
zones of the condenser are parallel counterflow or counterflow geometry. Furthermore, when the 
model is in simulation mode, the total volume of the condenser is a parameter that also must be 
specified to calculate the charge in the condenser, using either the homogeneous or Zivi models 
to calculate system charge as specified by a logic parameter [2]. 
The general structure of the evaporator equations is identical to that of the condenser. 
Table 3.2 contains the input parameters needed to describe the evaporator. For each of the two 
8 
zones of the evaporator, the three sets of equations are written. The UA's for each zone are 
calculated in the same manner as for the condenser. 
Table 3.2 Evaporator parameters 
Parameter Typical Descnption 
Values 
The capillary tube/suction line heat exchanger (interchanger) is modeled as a one-zone 
heat exchanger having a constant effectiveness. Once again the three energy balance equations 
are written to describe the interchanger. The maximum possible heat transfer calculation used in 
the effectiveness equation is based on enthalpies, rather than temperatures because the inlets can 
be two-phase. 
The capillary tube mass flow-pressure drop relation is a curve fit of experimental data. It 
assumes choked flow conditions at the exit of the capillary tube. If the exit of the condenser is 
two-phase, mass flow rate through the capillary tube is a function of the inlet pressure and 
quality. If the exit of the condenser is subcooled, the mass flow rate is a function of the inlet 
pressure and the amount of subcooling. 
The cabinet model is a simple model based on UA's for each compartment determined 
from reverse heat leak tests. Table 3.3 contains the cabinet load model parameters. The heat 
load for each compartment is the sum of the heat transfer through the walls calculated using the 
UA's plus internal loads (e.g. heaters are placed in each compartment to maintain steady state 
conditions for experimental purposes). The two compartments are considered to be separate 
except for 'where the air streams mix before flowing over the evaporator. The evaporator inlet air 
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temperature is determined from the mass-weighted average enthalpy of the return air flowing 
from the two compartments. The loads within each compartment are scaled by the reciprocal of 
the variable RunTime (fraction of time the system is running) to simulate steady state operation. 
Table 3.3 Cabinet parameters 
Parameter Typical Description 
Values 
sh food com artment ( F) 
The compressor model is based on data supplied by the manufacturer of the compressor. 
Biquadratic curve fits are made of the compressor power and mass flow rate data provided on 
typical compressor maps. The compressor power and the mass flow rate are functions of the 
saturation temperatures corresponding to the pressure at the inlet and outlet of the compressor. 
The heat transfer from the compressor is assumed to be proportional to the temperature 
difference between the refrigerant discharge temperature and the temperature of air flowing over 
the compressor as calculated by the condenser model [3]. 
3.3 Solution Technique 
The model is solved using a Newton-Raphson solver which can be used to solve any 
system of algebraic equations. The equations can be listed in any order but are listed here for 
clarity (Figure 3.3). The model equations can accept input parameters calculated by equations 
outside of the original list of equations using functions. This allows the user to change the 
method used to evaluate the thermodynamic .properties. Furthermore, using this method, the 
constant pressure drop parameters can readily be replaced by functions of variables such as mass 
flow rates. This methodology could also be used to calculate variable overall heat transfer 
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coefficients as functions of flow rate and thermophysical·properties. A full explanation of the 
solution algorithm can be found in Appendix B. 
Solver 
•

List of 

Equations 

Condenser 

Evaporator 

Interchanger 

Capillary tube 

Cabinent 

Compressor 

Properties 
u 

Figure 3.3 Computer code diagram 
3.4 Comparison of Experimental and Simulation Results 
In order to evaluate the performance of the ACRC2 model, a comparison of experimental 
and simulation results was conducted. An Amana top mount refrigerator/freezer was run under 
steady state conditions for a wide variety of ambient, fresh food compartment and freezer 
temperatures in the spring and fall of 1991. The spring experimental runs produced 15 data 
points while the fall runs produced 30 data points. U sing nonlinear least squares estimation 
techniques, the parameters of all the major components of the refrigerator were determined by 
Reeves [4] using data from the spring experimer:ttal runs only. Reeves estimated the overall heat 
transfer coefficients for each zone of the evaporator and condenser, the volumetric air flow rates 
of the condenser and the evaporator, the effectiveness of the interchanger, and the average heat 
transfer coefficient of the compressor. Reeves also estimated frecife and fleak. 
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Described below are the results of using these parameters to predict the total system 
performance for each run of the spring and fall data sets. Table 3.4 contains the independent 
variables supplied to the model to specify the external conditions experienced by the 
refrigerator/freezer during the experimental runs. The variable RunTime was set to unity to 
simulate steady state conditions. The model converged to a solution for 43 of the 45 
experimental data points. A comparison of the simulation and experimental results was made 
by constructing a series of graphs. For these figures, the calculated values are located on the 
ordinate and the measured data on the abscissa A few of these graphs (Figures 3.4 - 3.8) are 
displayed below. The remaining figures are presented in Appendix C. 
Table 3.4 Independent variables specified for simulation runs 
Independent Variable Typical Values Description 
Fresh food compartment heater load (W) 25c.; ~fresh 
25 Freezer compartment heater load (W) 
Tamb 
~~frez 
90 Ambient alI' temperature eF) 

Tfril! 
 Average fresh Jood comj)artment tem~rature (OF) 
Tfrez 
40 
Average freezer compartment temperature eF) 
Tr 
5 
Freezer comp_artment return air temperature (OF) 
Fresh food compartment return aIr temperature (UF) 
8 
43Tz 
The compressor inlet temperature, condenser outlet temperature, evaporator outlet 
temperature, compressor power and condenser air inlet temperature are represented in Figures 
3.4 - 3.8. These variables demonstrate both the strengths and weaknesses of the model. Figure 
3.4 demonstrates the model's ability to predict energy consumption over a very wide range of 
conditions. The compressor power represents the model's ability to predict COP because the 
evaporator load is identically equal to the experimental load. The compressor power was 
predicted to within ± 6 % with an RMS of 6.16 (W). Figure 3.5 shows that the model has some 
difficulty in predicting the inlet temperature of the compressor. This scatter is caused by the 
model's sensitivity to £interchanger. While the model had some difficulty predicting the 
compressor inlet temperature, the model predicts both condenser and evaporator outlet 
temperature. well for a very wide range of conditions (Figures 3.6 - 3.7). Figure 3.6 contains a 
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few points for which the model was unable to accurately predict the amount of subcooling. This 
error in the predicting subcooling derives from the capillary tube mass flow rate equation. The 
capillary tube mass flow rate predicts a linear increase of mass flow rate with subcooling. For 
some cases, the mass flow rate equation reduces the amount of subcooling to balance the mass 
flow rate in the system. Figure 3.7 shows that the model accurately predicts the evaporator exit 
temperature with very little scatter for a temperature range of approximately -20 to 70 OF. This 
very good agreement was attributed to the two-zone evaporator equations employed in the 
model. Finally~ Figure 3.8 is representative of the model's ability to predict air side 
temperatures. The remaining air side graphs contained within Appendix C depict the same 
degree of scatter shown for the condenser inlet air. 
300 
~ 280
-t 
~ 260 
~ 
rn 
240 
a 
~ 220 
i ~ 200 
'3 180CJ a 
160 
160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 
Measured Compressor Power (kW) 
Figure 3.4 Compressor power comparison 
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Figure 3.5 Compressor inlet temperature comparison 
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Figure 3.6 Condenser outlet temperature comparison 
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Chapter 4 

Sensitivity Analysis Methods 

4.1 Introduction 
For system models, the dependent variables are functions of both parameters and 
independent variables. Sensitivity analysis methods are used to determine the effect of variation 
in these parameters and independent variables on the dependent variables. For a refrigeration 
system, the overall heat transfer coefficient (U) of the two-phase zone of the condenser and the 
ambient air temperature represent a parameter and independent variable, respectively. U's are 
parameters because they describe a component of the system while the ambient temperature is 
considered an independent variable because it is exogenous to the system. Since the dependent 
variables are functions of these parameters and independent variables, it is useful to know the 
effects of their uncertainty on the output variables. These effects are evaluated using sensitivity 
methods that determine the effect on output variables of both the variances and values of 
parameters and independent variables. A variety of methods are available for conducting these 
types of analysis. The following paragraphs describe four different sensitivity analysis methods: 
normalized local sensitivity test, Fourier amplitude sensitivity test, Monte Carlo sensitivity 
analysis and surface graphs. Appendix B· contains information on how to use the computer 
program associated with these methods. 
4.2 Normalized Local Sensitivity Test 
The normalized local sensitivity test (NLST) is a local method which uses partial 
derivatives to evaluate the percentage of variation in variable Xi associated with the variation in 
ax· 
parameter kj • The partial derivatives ? can be calculated using the standard numerical 
cik·J 
technique; however, this method is time consuming for large system with many parameters. For 
ax· 
example, the calculation of 	~ for a n-parameter system of equation would require n +1 
ukj 
solutions of the system of equations; one solution for the nominal k/ sand n solutions to 
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evaluate the effect of small changes in kj • Each solution of the equations consists of many 
evaluations of the residuals and matrix inversions due to the iterative nature of Newton-Raphson 
solution technique. Therefore, a less time-consuming method was chosen as described in 
Appendix B [1]. The method uses the solution of the system at the nominal parameter values 
plus n evaluations of the system residual equations, not n solutions to the equations, to calculate 
the partial derivatives. With the partial derivatives and variation in kj' the total error in Xi can 
be calculated. This error is then used to normalize the product ~:~ M j , yielding the NLST for 
J 
the system. 
NLST analysis represents a quick and easy way to calculate the percent error in x 
associated with a parameter kj • However, since NLST is based on partial derivatives, it is a local 
statistic and does not accurately represent the effects of large variations of kj • NLST should be 
used to screen out parameters to which x is insensitive. Large variations in the remaining 
parameters can be further examined using the Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST). 
4.3 Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test 
Unlike NLST, the Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST) is a global sensitivity method 
which was developed by Shuler et al [2, 3, 4, 5]. The global nature of FAST arises from the 
simultaneous variation of all parameters. The FAST method calculates the variation in variable 
Xi caused by kj as kj is varied throughout its entire parameter space (see Appendix B for a more 
detailed explanation). An attractive feature of FAST is the minimal number of runs necessary to 
complete this calculation. 
The brute force approach to this kind of global sensitivity analysis would require solving 
the system of equations for each combination of parameters. For example using three values for 
each of four parameters would require 34 simulations; n values for kparameters would need n" 
simulations, a prohibitive number for large problems. The FAST method greatly reduces the 
necessary number of simulations by assigning each parameter a different frequency mj. All 
parameters values are then calculated as a function of s, the search variable, which is varied 
uniformly from -'It/2 to 1C/2. The results of the FAST results are calculated from the even and odd 
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Fourier coefficients. Using this method, an analysis of 13 parameters requires only 695 system 
solutions, instead of nk = 1.59 x 106 for n = 3. In a similar manner, FAST can be used to 
determine the importance of independent variables. 
4.4 Monte Carlo Analysis 
Monte Carlo analysis is global sensitivity analysis used to determine the variance and 
bias associated with xi caused by the variation of kj parameters over their space. The bias is 
defined as the difference in the xi values calculated at the nominal kj' s and the average xi 
values by the Monte Carlo analysis. If a l~je bias exists, the true values of xi are not being 
represented well by the solution of the equations at the nominal values of k j • The variance in 
x;' s can be used to determine the confidence in the solution for the nominal kj values. 
The system of equations is solved N times, where N is large enough to provide the 
desired confidence interval in the bias and variance of the variables of interest as specified by the 
user. For each simulation, a random number generator is used to select parameters from 
specified distributions (uniform or normal in this analysis). Upper and lower bounds for kj are 
specified for uniform distributions and the standard deviation for normal distributions. 
4.5 Surface Graphs 
The surface graph sensitivity method is a brute force global method. This method 
calculates Xi as two parameters are varied over large ranges. This information can then be used 
to construct 3D graphs to show the effect of the variation in these parameters on a selected 
dependent variable. 
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Chapter 5 

Effect of Parametric Uncertainty on COP and Energy Usage 

5.1 Introduction 
The system of equations used to model a refrigerator/freezer system are functions of both 
parameters and independent variables. As previously discussed, the model parameters were 
estimated by Reeves using least squares estimation techniques [1]. The values calculated are 
referred to as the "nominal" parameter values and are estimates of the "true" parameter values. 
Using the nominal parameter values, the nominal values of the dependent variables can be 
calculated. However, since a distribution is associated with each parameter, each dependent 
variable will also have a distribution. 
The distributions on the dependent variables raise many interesting questions. Which 
parameters cause the most uncertainty in the dependent variables? Do the values of the 
independent variables and the mode of model operation, either design or simulation, affect the 
distribution of the dependent variables? Are the nominal values of the dependent variables 
representative of the distributions associated with each? Can this model accurately predict the 
changes in the dependent variables caused by changes in nominal parameter values? Using 
NLST, FAST and Monte Carlo analysis techniques these questions will be answered for the 
dependent variables COP and annual energy usage (E). 
5.2 Selection of Cases 
Because the sensitivity analysis could be conducted for any values of the independent 
variables and for either mode of model operation, the number of cases must be limited. Four 
different cases were considered; the model was run in design and simulation mode at both 70 and 
90 OF ambient temperatures (T amb). These fou.r cases are used to determine the importance of 
ambient temperature and system operation on the effect of parametric uncertainty on COP and E. 
In order for analysis to be consistent, a single value for system charge was selected for all 
modes of, operation and all ambient temperatures. Zivi's void fraction model was used to 
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calculate the charge for maximum COP at Tamb = 90 OF [2]. The corresponding exit conditions 
for the condenser and evaporator were used during the design mode of operation. For the initial 
sensitivity analysis runs, all parameters were considered for the analysis except the geometric· 
parameters, i.e. heat exchanger surface areas and component volumes. These parameters were 
neglected because their uncertainty can be analyzed indirectly through the overall heat transfer 
coefficients (U's) and system charge. Table 5.1 lists the parameters selected for the initial 
sensitivity analysis. 
Table 5.1 Initial sensitivity analysis parameters 
Parameter Nommal Value Descrtpnon 
fleak 0.35 Fraction air which exits near the compressor 
frecirc 0.319 Fraction of condenser arr which recirculates 
funstream 0.7 Fraction of condenser area before the compressor 
u2phcond 8.2 V for the two-phase zone of the cond (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
USUbcond 3.4 V for the subcooled zone of the condo (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
USUPcond 8.9 V for the de superheating zone of the condo (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
vdotcond 105.8 Volumetnc arr flow rate -.tor the condenser (cfm) 
u2phevap 6.55 V for the two-phase zone of the evaporator (BTU/hr ft2 OF) 
usuPevap 0.47 V for the superheated zone of the eva~rator (BTU/hr ft2 oF) 
vdolevan 46 Volumetnc arr flow rate for the evaporator (cfm) 
eint 0.712 Effectiveness of interchanJter 
VAr 1.02 VA for the fresh food compartment (WrF) 
VAz 0.58 VA for the freezer (WrF) 
mJOtal 0.18 Total charge In system (lbs) 
DpDischarge 0.2 Pressure drop in compressor discharge line (psia) 
DpSupCond 0.05 Pressure drop In the desuperheattng of condenser (psla) 
Dp2phCond 0.46 Pressure drop in the two-phase zone of condenser (psia) 
Dp2phEvap 0.4 Pressure drop In the two-phase zone of evaporator (psia) 
DpSuction 0.3 Pressure drop in the suction hne (psia) 
5.3 NLST Analysis 
The NLST analysis was conducted frrst due to its speed and simplicity. The purpose of 
the NLSTruns was to screen out parameters to which COP and E were insensitive. The NLST 
analysis was conducted with equal percentage-uncertainty for all parameters. Figure 5.1 contains 
the NLST analysis results for COP in design and simulation operation at Tamb = 90 OF. An 
examination of Figures 5.1 shows that COP and E are insensitive to the uncertainty in the 
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following parameters: fleak, uSUbcond, UsuPcond, usuPevap, DPdischarge, DpSUPcond, Dp2phcOlld, 
Dp2phevap and Dpsuction. Based on these results, these parameters were removed from the 
sensitivity analysis parameter list. 
Figure 5.2 contains the results of the NLST analysis for E at Tamb = 90 oF. A comparison 
of Figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows that the uncertainty in COP is caused by many parameters while the 
uncertainty in E is dominated by the parameters UAz and UAr. The sensitivity of E to these 
parameters is caused by the fact that system load is proportional to UAz and UAr. 
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Figure 5.1 COP results for Tamb = 90 OF in design and simulation operation (NLST) 
A comparison of the NLST analysis results for the model operating in design and 
simulation mode reveals that the relative importance of parameters are equal for the design and 
simulation modes of operation, with two exceptions: eint and mtotal. The total charge mtotal is not 
a parameter for the design model, but it is for the simulation model. Therefore, if COP is 
sensitive to the uncertainty in mtotal, the percentage of uncertainty in COP caused by the other 
parameters must be lower. This accounts for the difference in the effect of eint on COP for 
design and simulation mode operation. The relative importance of the other parameters changes 
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only slightly because the exit conditions of the condenser and evaporator are fixed to the same 
values for design and simulation modes of operation. 
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Figure 5.2 E results for Tamb = 90 of in design and simulation operation (NLST) 
Figure 5.3 contains the results of the NLST analysis for design and simulation mode 
operation at Tamb = 70 oF. A comparison of Figures 5.1 and 5.3 shows that the relative 
importance of the parameters is, in general, insensitive to ambient temperature. COP is slightly 
more sensitive to eint at T amb = 90 of than at 70 oF. 
These results are limited because the NLST analysis is a local method. In the following 
sections, the FAST and Monte Carlo analyses are used to explore the effect of simultaneous 
uncertainty in the parameters. 
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Figure 5.3 COP results for Tamb = 70 of in design and simulation operation (NLST) 
5.4 FAST Analysis 
The ten variables remaining after the analysis were examined using the FAST technique. 
For this analysis, the "true" parameter values were assumed to lie within ±1O percent of the 
nominal values. For certain parameters, the specified bounds may have been too large; however, 
to be consistent, 10% intervals were used for all parameters. Assuming an additive variation for 
each parameter as described in Appendix B, the FAST analysis was conducted for the four runs. 
411 simulation solutions were needed for each FAST analysis. The results of the FAST analysis 
for COP at Tamb = 90 OF for both design and simulation mode operation are shown in Figure 5.4. 
The FAST analysis shows COP to be much more sensitive to eint than the NLST analysis 
suggested. The FAST analysis predicts the effect of large parametric uncertainties because the 
parameters are varied simultaneously. Furthermore, FAST accounts for error cancellation and 
therefore is expected to yield results different from the NLST analysis which deals only with the 
absolute values of errors. In general, the NLST analysis underpredicts the importance of 
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parameters which cause large uncertainties in COP. Figure 5.5, showing the FAST analysis 
results for Eat Tamb = 90 of, confIrms this observation. The FAST results show that the two 
most important NLST parameters for E, UAz and UAr, completely dominate the uncertainty in E. 
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Figure 5.4 COP results for Tamb = 90 of in design and simulation operation (FAST) 
A comparison of the FAST analysis results for design and simulation modes shows that 
the simulation mode of operation is more sensitive to the condenser parameters. This is caused 
by the variable exit conditions associated with the simulation mode. The interchanger 
effectiveness, which was a very important parameter in the design model turns out to be 
relatively less important for simulation because the charge conservation equation adjusts 
interchanger inlet quality thereby sharing total uncertainty between eint, mtotal and the condenser 
parameters. 
Figure 5.6 contains the results of the-FAST analysis for COP at Tamb = 70 OF. This 
fIgure shows that the FAST results, unlike the NLST analysis results, are sensitive to ambient 
temperature. Figures 5.4 and 5.6 show that COP is much more sensitive to uncertainty in mtotal, 
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total system charge, at T amb = 70 of than at 90 oF. This phenomenon is caused by the fact that 
the system being modeled is one for which the charge was optimized for T amb = 90 of; that is, 
the slope of the COP vs. charge curve is zero at that point. Therefore under off-design 
conditions, uncertainties in mtotallarger than ±1O percent have a larger effect on COP. 
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Figure 5.5 E results for Tamb = 90° F in design and simulation operation (FAST) 
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Figure 5.6 COP results for Tamb = 70 of in design and simulation operation (FAST) 
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5.5 Monte Carlo Analysis 
The results of the Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis technique can be used to answer a 
series of questions. One, how does parametric uncertainty affect the distributions of COP and E. . 
Two, are the nominal values of COP and E representative of the "true" mean values of their 
distributions? Three, within what range does the "true" mean of the distributions lie? Four, can 
this model used to evaluate design changes? These questions will be answered after the Monte 
Carlo runs and results are presented. 
Two sets of Monte Carlo runs were conducted for the same four cases as the FAST 
analysis. The first set of runs assumed that the parameters were distributed uniformly with upper 
and lower bounds equal to ±10 percent of their nominal values. The second assumed that the 
parameters were distributed normally with a standard deviation equal to 5 percent of their 
nominal values. The number of runs (n) for all cases was 400, approximately equal to the 
number of FAST runs. 
The results of the Monte Carlo analysis are the sample mean (X ) and standard deviation 
(S400) for COP and E as summarized in Table 5.2. A frequency analysis of the COP and E 
distributions for all cases shows that COP and E are normally distributed [3]. 
Table 5.2 Monte Carlo results for COP and annual energy usage (E) 
DIstribution Ambient Operation COP E (kWhr/yr) 
Type Temp. (OF) Mode X S400 X S400 
Uniform 
70 
90 
Design 
Simulation 
Design 
Simulation 
0.952 
0.950 
0.814 
0.807 
0.015 
0.021 
0.016 
0.020 
629 
630 
1079 
1080 
29 
31 
50 
50 
Normal 
.. 
70 
90 
Design 
Simulation 
Design 
Simulation 
0.952 
0.950 
0.813 
0.811 
0.013 
0.020 
0.013 
0.017 
630 
630 
1082 
1087 
24 
25 
41 
45 
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5.5.1 Error Mamification 
The uncertainty in COP is reduced via error cancellation by a factor of 2 to 3 relative to 
the ±1O% uncertainty for the input parameters; the uncertainty in E was reduced only slightly. 
This was determined by calculating the tolerance limits for the distributions of COP and E as 
shown in Table 5.3. The tolerance limits state that we are 95 percent confident that 95 percent of 
the distribution lies with these bounds. For 400 runs, these bounds are equal to ±2.084 * S400 
[4]. The bounds were normalized by the average values to calculate the percentage bounds. The 
results presented show that the dispersion of E is twice that of COP. The sensitivity of COP to 
many parameters allowed error cancellation to occur. However, since E is only sensitive to UAz 
and UAr, there is little opportunity for error cancellation to occur. 
Table 5.3 Tolerance limits for COP and E 
Distributton Ambient Operation LUP E (kW hr/yr) 
Type Temp. (OF) Mode ±Bounds ±%Bounds ±Bounds ±% Bounds 
Uniform 
70 
90 
Design 
Simulation 
Design 
Simulation 
0.0311 
0.0442 
0.0325 
0.0406 
3.26 
4.65 
3.99 
5.04 
60.2 
63.6 
105 
105 
9.58 
10.1 
9.73 
9.69 
Normal 
70 
90 
Design 
Simulation 
Design 
Simulation 
0.0279 
0.0413 
0.0267 
0.0346 
2.93 
4.34 
3.28 
4.27 
49.6 
52.1 
85.4 
93.6 
7.87 
8.27 
7.90 
8.61 
5.5.2 Bias 
For most of the cases, the nominal values of COP and E do not represent the "true" 
population means. However, the bias between the nominal values and the sample means is very 
small as shown in Table 5.4. A hypothesis test was used to determine whether the nominal value 
of COP was statistically different than the "true" population mean. For this instance, the null 
hypothesis was that the nominal value of the COP was equal to the "true" mean value of COP. 
The alternative hypothesis was that the nominal value of COP is not equal to the "true" mean 
value of COP. The null hypothesis is rejected if the t statistic is greater than the tabulated value 
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associated with a certain level of confidence [5]. In our case for 400 runs and a confidence level 
of 95 percent, the null hypotheses are rejected if the calculated t statistics are greater than 1.96. 
Those runs for which the null hypothesis is accepted, the t statistics in Table 5.4 are presented in 
boldface type. 
Table 5.4 Relation between nominal values and "true" mean 
Distribution 
Type 
Ambient 
Temp. (OF) 
Operauon 
Mode 
COP E (kWhr/yr) 
NOlIl1nal 
Value 
Bias 
(t statistic) 
Nominal 
Value 
BIas 
(t statistic) 
Design -0.002 (-2.68) 
2 
(1.38) 
70 0.954 627 
Simulation -0.004 (-3.77) 
3 
(1.97) 
Uniform 
Design -0.001 (-1.28) 
0 
(0.00) 
90 0.815 1079 
Simulation -0.008 (-8.21) 
1 
(0.40) 
Design -0.002 (-2.99) 
3 
(2.52) 
70 0.954 627 
Simulation -0.004 (-4.04) 
3 
(2.40) 
Normal 
Design -0.002 (-3.12) 
3 
(1.46) 
90 0.815 1079 
Simulation -0.004 (-4.82) 
8 
(3.56) 
5.5.3 PQPuiation Mean 
Using the results of the Monte Carlo analysis, we can be confident that the "true" value of 
COP and E lay within ±O.2% and ±O.4% of their sample means, respectively. This is determined 
by constructing the confidence intervals for COP and E for a 95 percent level of confidence. For 
400 runs, the bounds of the confidence interv~l_are equal to ± 1.~oo [6]. The results shown 
in Table 5.5 demonstrate that the sample average is a very good representation of the "true" 
mean. Since in our case the nominal values of COP and E are also very close to the sample 
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mean, we can say that the nominal values are good representatives of the "true" values in both 
design and simulation models. 
Table 5.5 Confidence intervals for "true" means 
Dlstribunon Ambient Operation CUP E (kW hr/yr) 
Type Temp. (oF) Mode X ± mterval X ±interval 
Uniform 
70 
90 
Design 
Simulation 
Design 
Simulation 
0.952 
0.950 
0.814 
0.807 
0.0015 
0.0021 
0.0016 
0.0020 
629 
630 
1079 
1080 
3 
3 
5 
5 
Normal 
70 
90 
Design 
Simulation 
Design 
Simulation 
___0.952 
0.950 
0.813 
0.811 
0.0013 
0.0020 
0.0013 
0.0017 
630 
630 
1082 
1087 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5.5.4 Evaluation of Desi~ Chan&es 
If the range around the nominal values of COP and E in which the "true" means lie is 
known, one can evaluate design tradeoffs. This was done to evaluate the effect on COP and E of 
a simultaneous 20% increase in the nominal value of Vdotcond, the volumetric air flow rate over 
the condenser, and 20% decrease in UAz. The results show that COP increased by 2.4% ±2.4% 
and E increased by 12.8% ±2.6%. Therefore, one can discern the effect of changing these 
parameters on E, but not on COP. The following paragraphs describe the assumptions and 
methodology of this analysis. 
The preceding results assumed that the following statements are true. One, the model has 
been validated for a wide variety of parameter combinations. Two, the bias associated with the 
nominal values is known. Three, the bias is not a function of the nominal parameter values. 
Four, the standard deviations of COP and E are not functions of the nominal values. 
The results reported in Chapter 3 demonstrate that the model accurately predicts 
experimental data for a wide range of operating conditions. This good agreement leads us to 
believe that the model can accurately predict COP and E for different parameter combinations. 
The bias for the nominal values of COP and E was presented in Table 5.4. The maximum bias 
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associated with COP and E are 0.008 and 5, respectively. The third and fourth statements were 
verified empirically by conducting a 400 run Monte Carlo analysis at Tamb = 90 OF with the 
model running in design mode. The parameters were assumed to be nonnally distributed with 
standard deviations equal to the values used in the previous Monte Carlo analysis. The results 
shown in Table 5.6 demonstrate that neither the bias nor the standard deviations of COP and E 
are functions of the nominal values of the parameters. 
Table 5.6 Comparisons of Monte Carlo results for different parameter values 
Analysis COP E (kW hr/yr) 
Nommal 
Value X ±intervals 
NOIDlnal 
Value X ± intervals 
New (.).835 0.H34 0.0012 949 951 4 
Old 0.815 0.813 0.0013 1079 1082 4 
Since the assumptions necessary for this analysis have been verified, the range around the 
nominal values of COP and E in which the "true" mean lies can be calculated. The range is the 
sum of the maximum bias and the maximum confidence interval yielding a range of ±O.O1 for 
COP and ±13 for E. Assuming equal uncertainty for the new and old "true" means of COP and 
E, the difference between the two is known with a certainty of ±O.02 for COP and ±26 for E. 
Therefore, the new values of the two nominal values caused a change in COP and E of 2.4% ± 
2.4% and 12.8% ±2.6%. 
The results of this analysis demonstrates that design tradeoff analysis is highly 
susceptible to error if the dependent variables are insensitive to the design parameter. The results 
of the FAST analysis showed that COP is relatively insensitive to Vdotcond and VAz and 
therefore, the gains associated with the change in parameters were limited by the uncertainties in 
the nominal values of COP. However, since E was very sensitive to VAz, the majority of the 
gains associated with the new parameters could be distinguished from the errors in the nominal 
values ofE. 
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5.5.5 Simple Error Calculation 
The preceding analysis utilized information describing the bias of the nominal values and 
the "true" means of COP and E to construct relative small error bounds. IT this information was 
not available, the following equation could be used to calculate the error bounds for the "true" 
values of COP and E [7]. 
Ax = i 
dXi Mi j 
j= 1dkj 
(5.1)where Axi = error bound for the i tit variable 
n = number of parameters 
M j = error of the jtlt parameter 
Evaluating equation 5.1 at the original nominal parameter values, the uncertainties for COP and 
E are ±O.026 and ±83, respectively. With these error bounds, the new values of the two nominal 
values caused a change in COP and E of 2.4% ±6.2% and 12.8% ±16.4%. Because this method 
did not utilize the information gathered from the Monte Carlo analysis, the error bounds are 
larger, and neither the changes in COP nor E can be discerned. Therefore, one must conduct the 
Monte Carlo to construct the proper error bounds. 
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Chapter 6 

Evaluation of Independent Variables and Parameters 

6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a series of graphs to describe the effect of three independent 
variables and several parameters on COP and annual energy usage (E). The three independent 
variables discussed are the ambient air temperature (Tamb), the average freezer temperature (Tz) 
and the average fresh food temperature (Tr). The following pages also describe the effect of the 
following parameters on COP and E: the fraction of condenser air which recirculates (frecire), 
fraction of condenser area before the compressor (fupstream), the surface areas of the heat 
exchangers (acond and aevap), and the volumetric air flow rates for the two heat exchangers 
(Vdotcond and V dotevap). These parameters were selected because their nominal values are 
readily changed in the actual refrigerator/freezer system. Finally, the model is used to evaluate 
the necessity of variable pressure drop relations. 
6.2 Independent Variables 
The ambient temperature, average freezer temperature and fresh food temperatures are 
three independent variables which can affect the performance of a refrigerator/freezer system. 
Figure 6.1 shows the effect of ambient air temperature on both COP and E with the model 
running in both design and simulation mode. As expected, the effect on both COP and E is 
significant. The discrepancy between the results of the design and simulation modes shows that 
the design model is unable to evaluate the effect of ambient temperature on COP and E because 
of the fixed heat exchanger exit conditions. In effect, the design model underestimates the 
performance degradation due to high ambient temperatures because it "assumes" that the system 
charge and capillary tube length are re-opti~zed for every ambient temperature in order to 
achieve user-specified heat exchanger exit conditions. 
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the effect of T z and Tr on both COP and E. COP increases as 
Tz and Tr increase because the evaporator inlet air temperature increases. However, since 
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approximately 85% of the compartment air flows through the freezer, Tz dominates the inlet 
evaporator temperature, causing COP to be a strong function of Tz and not T f. 
affect E by changing the cabinet load. 
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The agreement between the design and simulation results, shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, 
demonstrate that the heat exchanger exit conditions are not a strong function of either Tz or Tf. 
Therefore, a design model can be used to evaluate the effect of moderate changes in T z and Tr on 
refrigerator/freezer performance. 
6.3 Parameters 
This section evaluates the effect of certain parameters on COP and E using brute force 
computational techniques. frecirc and fupstream are two parameters used to describe the condenser 
compressor configuration. An actual refrigerator/freezer system could be easily redesigned to 
change these two parameters to increase the performance of the system. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 
show that COP is a very strong function of frecirc and fupstream. The simulation results 
demonstrate how the system performance could be increased by just changing either frecirc or 
fupstream without re-optimizing the charge arid capillary tube design, while the design results 
assume the system is re-optimized. 
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Figures 6.6 and 6.7 can be used to evaluate the design tradeoffs between condenser and 
evaporator surface areas and between volumetric air flow rates. An examination of Figure 6.6 
shows that COP is equally sensitive to a percentage change in 8evap as in 3cond. However, since 
the nominal area of the evaporator is much larger than the condenser, COP is 2.5 times more 
sensitive to absolute changes in 3cond than 8evap- Therefore, assuming equal cost functions for 
the two heat exchangers, 3cond should be "increased and ilevap decreased to reduce total heat 
exchanger costs. Similarly, Figure 6.7 shows that COP is more sensitive to V dotevap than to 
Vdotcond. However, since the model lacks an equation relating volumetric air flow rate to fan 
power required, additional calculations are required to determine whether an increase in air flow 
rate would increase COP. A simple calculation determined that the increase in COP was offset 
by the increase in system power caused by the higher air flow rate. 
Finally, Figure 6.8 shows the effect of two-phase pressure drop in the condenser and 
evaporator on COP. The results show that two-phase pressure drop in the condenser has very 
little effect on COP, suggesting that this pressure drop might be modeled using a constant value; 
a more detailed equation might not be worth the effort. However, COP is sensitive to large 
changes in the two-phase pressure drop in the evaporator signifying that a variable pressure drop 
relation could significantly increase the accuracy of the model. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research 

7.1 Conclusions 
A refrigerator/freezer model was developed which can be run in either design or 
simulation mode. The results of the model agreed well with experimental data collected from 
one refrigerator/freezer operating under an extremely wide range of steady-state conditions. The 
validated model was subjected to sensitivity analyses that was specifically designed to answer a 
series of questions. 
The NLST analysis was used to screen out parameters to which COP and annual energy 
usage (E) were insensitive. The remaining parameters were subjected to the FAST and Monte 
Carlo analyses. The FAST results demonstrate that the sensitivity of COP and E depends 
whether the model is being used in design or simulation mode. COP was more sensitive to the 
condenser parameters for the simulation mode than the design mode and less sensitive to the 
interchanger effectiveness, eint. Finally, the FAST analysis shows that the sensitivity of COP to 
mtotal was a function of the ambient temperature, Tamb. The Monte Carlo analysis determined 
that the model can be used to evaluate design changes in the presence of large parametric 
uncertainties because the nominal values of COP and E represent the "true" means with only a 
small amount of error. 
An examination of the effects of independent variables and parameters on COP and E 
revealed the following insights. One, a design model cannot be used to examine the effect of 
ambient temperature on system performance; however, it can be used to determine the effect of 
average freezer and fresh food temperatures on COP and E. Two, the design model 
underpredicts the effects of changes in all parameters by assuming that the system has been 
re-optimized. Three, a examination of the -effect of two-phase pressure drops in the heat 
exchangers revealed that a variable pressure drop relation may be necessary for the evaporator. 
The two-phase pressure drop in condenser is a less significant parameter and therefore might be 
modeled as a constant. 
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7.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
Two aspects of the model may deserve closer attention: mass flow rate through the 
capillary tube and system charge. The mass flow rate through the capillary tube is calculated 
using an empirical curve fit. Research underway at the ACRC is developing a more accurate and 
general description of the mass flow rate through the capillary tube, based on mass, momentum, 
and energy conservation equations. Regarding system charge, a more accurate void fraction 
correlation and inclusion of all internal volumes may improve the model's ability to predict total 
system charge. 
Although a detailed sensitivity analysis was conducted, the following questions still 
remain unanswered. Are the FAST results presented valid for other forms of parameter 
variation? Will the nominal values of COP and E represent the "true" means if the parameter 
distributions are skewed? Will the same Monte Carlo results regarding nominal value bias be 
achieved for refrigerators of substantially different design? Can the bias between the mean and 
nominal values of COP and E be predicted as a function of the mean and standard deviation of 
the input parameters? 
To obtain general answers to all these questions would require a prohibitive amount of 
effort. However as the methods presented here are used to investigate specific designs, partial 
answers will emerge. H they are affIrmative, as they were in the cases examined here, designers 
may gain confidence that the structure of this model is one that tends to cancel errors rather than 
magnify them, and that the deterministic solutions can accurately predict the performance of new 
designs. 
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Appendix A 
ACRC2 Model Documentation 
This appendix contains a listing of all the parameters and variables in the model (Table 
A.l) and the computer routines necessary to model the ACRC2 equations. The four routines 
presented here are used by NRSOL VER as documented in Appendix B. 
Table A.l Parameter-and variable list for ACRC2 
Vanable # Let Typical 
Values 
Compo Descnption 
acond 1 K 6.4 C Total H.T. area of the condo 
FanPos 2 K 0 C Cond. fan poSItion - 0 If fan is before comp., 
1 if after com~. 
fleak 3 K 0.35 C % m which leaks out before the condo fan 
frecirc 4 K 0.319 C Fraction of condo m which recirculates 
fupstream 5 K 0.7 C Fractlon of condo area before the compo 
pcond 6 K 16 C COndo fan power 
Subeff 7 K 0 C Geometry for the subz of condo - 0 for 
parallel counter flow, 1 for counter flow 
Supeffc 8 K 0 C Geometry for the desupz of the condo ­ 0 for 
parallel counter flow, 1 for counter flow 
Twophase 9 K 1 C Condo exit control - 0 for sub., 1 for 2ph 
u2phcond tQ K 8.2 C V for the 2phz of the condo 
usubcond 11 K 3.4 C V for the subz of the condo 
usupcond 12 K 8.9 C V for the desupz of the condo 
vdotcond 1:t K 105.8 C Volumetric air flow rate for the condo 
Volcond 14 K 0.00942 C Total condo volume 
aevap 15 K 17.3 E Total H.T. area of the evap. 
pevap 1[ K ~1 E Evap. fan power 
Superheat 17 K 1 E Evap. exit control - 0 for 2ph, 1 for sup. 
u2phevap 18 K 6.55 E V tor the 2phz of the evap. 
usupevap 19 K 0.47 E V for the s~z of the evap. 
vdotevap 20 K 46 E Volumetnc air flow rate for the evap. 
Volevap 21 K 0.023 E Total evap. volume 
eint 22 K 0.712 I Eft of the interchanger 
Qfresh 23 K 0 L FF heater load 
Qfrez 24 K 0_ L Z heater load 
tamb 25 K 90 L AmbIent temp. 
tf 26 K 40 L AIr temp. entering evap. from the ff 
tfrez 27 K 5 L Average air tern]!. in z 
tfrig 28 K 40 L Average air temp. in the ff 
tz 29 K 5 L AIr temp. entering evap. from the z 
VAf 30 K 1.02 L VAfortheff 
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UAz 31 K 0.5H L UAfor.thez 
CompPos 32 K 0 P Comp. position - 0 for 2ph, 1 after condo 
hbarcomp 33 K 4.172 P Average H.T. coefficient for the compo can 
Charge 34 K 0 Z Type of charge equation - 0 for slip­
correlated, 1 for Lockhart - Martinelli 
Homo 35 K 0 Z Selects type of slip-correlated charge 
equation - 0 for Zivi, 1 for Homo 
map 36 K 0 Z Selects compressor map - 0 for Amana, 1 for 
GE 
mtotal 37 K 0.18 ~ Total charge for the ~stem 
patm 3H K 14.4 Z Atmospheric pressure 
RunMtotalBoth 39 K 1 Z 0- RunTime is parameter, 1 - mtotalls 
parameter, 2 - RunTime and mtotal are vars 
TzTfrez 40 K 1 Z o -Tz <> Tfrez and Tf <> Tfrig, 1 - Tz = 
Tfrig and Tf = Tfrig 
DpDischarge 41 K 0.2 p Pressure drop in compressor discharge line 
QpSupCond 42 K 0.05 ~ Pressure drop in the supz of condo 
Dp2phCond 43 K 0.46 C Pressure drop in the 2phz of condo 
DpSubCond 44 K 0.0 C Pressure drop in the subz of condo 
DpLiquid 4~ K 0.0 C Pressure drop m liquid hne 
Dp2phEvap 46 K 0.4 E Pressure drop in the 2phz of evap. 
DpSupEvap 47 K 0.0 E Pressure drop in the supz of evap. 
DpSuction 4[ K 0.3_ I Pressure drop in the suction line 
Cl 49 K 5.5856 cap Subcooled Cond. Capillary Tube~onstant 
C2 50 K 0.()~61 Cap Subcooled Condo Capillary Tube Inlet Pres. 
C3 51 K 0.02696 cap Subcooled Condo Capillary Tube Subcooling 
C4 5~ K ~.7~4 cap 2ph Cond Capillary Tube Constant 
C5 53 K 0.OH3074 cap 2ph Cond capillary Tube Inlet Pres. 
C6 54 K -133.077 CaP 2ph Cond Capillary_ Tube Inlet x 
C7 55 K 0.46168 cap 2ph Cond Capillary Tube Inlet Pres. * Inlet x 
SetSubcoolmg 5~ K 0.0~1133 D Either Condo subcooling or exit quality 
SetSuperheat 57 K 5.327619 D Either Evap. s1!Perheat or exit quality 
asubcondc L 0 C Sub. area of the condo control 
fleakposl L 0.35 C Cond. fan leak control 
fleakpo~2 L 0 C Cond. fan leak control 
mdotacond L 444 C Mass flow rate of condo air 
pwrcondposla L 0 C Condo fan power control - compo in 2phz. fan 
aftercomp. 
pwrcondposl b L 16 C Cond. fan power control compo in 2phz, fan 
before compo 
pwrcondpos2a L 0 C Condo fan power control compo after cond., 
fan after compo 
pwrcondpos2b L 0 C Condo fan power control compo after cond., 
fan before compo 
WeightCond L 0.88 C· Aver. void fraction for the 2phz of the condo 
asupevapc L 11 E-' Superheated area of the evap. control 
mdotaevap L 230 E Mass flow rate of evap. air 
WeightEvap L 0.9~7 E Average void fraction for the evap. 
qcompposl L 450 P Comp. can H.T. control 
qcomppos2 L 0 P Compo can H.T. control 
COP 1 X O.H A f'..oefficlent of perfonnance 
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5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
E 2 X 1080 A Total yearly system energy consumption 
hO ~ X 106 A Refrigerant h at compressor outlet 
hI 4 X 106 A Refrigerant h at condo inlet 
h11 X 90 A Refrigerant h at compo mlet 
h20 6 X 37 A Refrigerant h at t = t2 and x = 0 
h21 7 X 89 A Refrigerant h at t = t2 and x = 1 
h3 lS X 42 A Refrigerant h at the eXIt 01the condo 
h4 9 X 42 A Refrigerant h at the exit of the liquid lIne 
h5 X 30 A Refrigerant h at the eXIt of the captllary tube 
h71 11 X 77 A Refrigerant h at t = t7 and x = 1 
h9 12 X 78 A Refrigerant h at the exit of the evap. 
pO II X 17~ A Compressor outlet pressure 
pI 14 X 174 A Condenser mlet pressure 
p20 X 17~ A Condenser 2ph exit pressure 
p21 16 X 174 A Condenser 2ph inlet pressure 
p3 17 X 174 A Condenser exit pressure 
p4 18 X 174 A liquId line exit pressure 
p7 19 X 21 A Evaporator mlet pressure 
~71 X 21 A Evaporator 2ph eXIt pressure 
p9 21 X 21 A Evaporator exit pressure 
p11 22 X 21 A SuctIon lIne exit pressure 
sv2phcond A Refrigerant v at t = t2 and x = 1 
sv2phevap 24 X 1.8 A Refrigerant v at t = t7 and x = 1 
svsubcond X 0.013 A Refrigerant v at t = t2 and x = 0 
svsubevap 26 X 0.0108 A Refrigerant v at t = t7 and x = 0 
to 27 oX. 2~. A Refrigerant temp __ at the com"'pressor outlet 
t1 28 X 220 A Refrigerant temp. at the inlet of the condo 
t11 29 X 87 A Refrigerant temp. at the inlet of compo 
120 X 120 A Refrigerant temp. at the 2ph exit of condo 
t21 31 X 120 A Refrigerant temp. at the 2ph inlet of condo 
t3 ~~ X 0.1 A ~nd. refrigerant exit temp. or quality 
t4 33 X 0.1 A Refrigerant temp. at liquid line exit 
t7 34 X -6 A Refrigerant temp. at the 2ph inlet of evap. 
t71 X -7 A Refrigerant temp. at the 2ph exit of evap. 
t9 36 X -O.~ A Evap. refrigerant exit temJ!. or quality 
Tsatl 37 X 121 A Saturation temp. for pi - used for maps 
Tsatl1 38 X -8 A SaturatIon temp. for p 11 - used for maps 
w 39 X 16 A Refrigerant mass flow rate 
asubcond X 0 C1 Sub. area of the condo 
cacond 41 X 106 C1 AIr H.C.. for condo 
cmaxsub 42 X 1 C1 Max. H.C. of the subz of the condo 
cminsub 43 X 0.9 C1 Min. H.C. of the subz of the condo 
esubcond 44 X 0 Eff. of the subz of the condo 
fsubcond X 0 C1 Ratio of sub. to 2ph condo area 
qsub 46 X 0 C1 - H.T. of the subz of the condo 
tacond 47 X 99 C1 AIr temp. at the inlet of the condo 
a2ph1 48 X 4.5 C2 First 2J>h area of the condo 
a2ph2 49 X 1 C2 Second 2ph area of the condo 
cacond2phl X 1~ Air H.C. for the fIrSt 2phz of the condo 
cacond2ph2 51 X 33 C2 Air H.C. for the second 2phz of the condo 
e2phl 52 X 0.3_ C2 E11 of the fIrSt 2phz of the condo 
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e2ph2 53 X U.2 C2 Eff. of the second 2phz of the condo 
q2phl 54 X 690 C2 H. T. for the fIrSt 2phz of the condo 
q2ph2 55 X 56 C2 H.T.for the second 2phz of the cOI!Q.. 
ta2mid 56 X 105 C2 Air temp. at the exit of the fIrSt 2phz of condo 
ta2phl 57 X 99 C2 Air temp. at the mlet of the fIrSt 2phz of condo 
ta2ph2 58 X 112 C2 Air temp. at the inlet of the sec. 2phz of condo 
asupcond 59 X 1 C3 Desup. area of the condo 
cmaxsupcond . 60 X 36 C3 Max. H.C. of the desupz of the condo 
cmmsupcond 61 X 2.H Min. H.C. of the desupz of the condo 
esu~ond 62 X U.94 C3 Eff. of the desupz of the condo 
fsupcond 63 X 0.5 C3 RatIO of desuJ!. to 2ph condo area 
qsuJl(:ond 64 X 277 C3 H.T. of the desupz of the condo 
tacondout 65 X 117 C3 AIr temp. at the exit of the condo 
tasup 66 X 112 C3 AIr temp. at the mlet of the desupz of condo 
tasupfanout 67 X 117 C3 Air temp. after the condo fan at eXit of condo 
tasupout 68 X 117 C3 .A!r temp. at the exit of the desupz of condo 
m2phcond U.IUl C4 Charge m 2phz of the condo 
msubcond 7Q X o C4 Charge m the subz of the condo 
msupcond 71 X 0.006 C4 Charge m the desupz of the condo 
qcond 7?-. X 1020 C4 Total H.T. of the condo 
Scond 73 X 2.6 C4 Slip ratIo for the 2phz of the condo 
tcon«!eXlt 74 X 120 C4 Cond. refrigerant exit temp. 
xoc 75 X 0.1 C4 Exit quality of the 2phz of the condo 
a2phevaJ!. 76 X 15 El 2ph area of the evap. 
caevap 77 X 56 El Air HJ,;. 01 the evap. 
e2phevap 7H X 0.8 El Eff. of the 2phz of the evap. 
q2phevap 79 X 750 El H.T.t9r the 2phz of the evap. 
El Air temp. at the inlet of the 2phz of the evap. 
asupevap 81 X 2 E2 Superheated area of the evap. 
cmaxsupevap 82 X 56 E2 Max H.C. of the su~z of the eva~. 
cmmsupevap 83 X 2 E2 Min. H.C. of the supz of the evap. 
esupevap 84 X 0.35 E2 Etl~ of the supz of the evap. 
qsupevap 85 X 13 E2 H.I. of the supz of the ev~ 
taevapout 86 X -3 E2 Air temp. at the exit of the evap. 
m2phevap 87 X 0.05 E3 Charge in 2phz of the evap. 
qevaJ!. 88 X 760 E3 Total H.T. of the evap. 
Sevap 89 X 5.5 E3 Slip ratIo for the 2phz of the evap. 
tevapexlt 90 X -1 E3 Evap. refrigerant exit temp. 
Xl 91 X 0.3 Evap. inlet quality 
xoe 92 X 1 E3 Exit quality of the 2phz of the evap. 
hcap ~3 X 8.4 I Max capillary exit enthalpy (BTU/lbm) 
qmaxtnt 94 X 277 I Max mterchanger heat transfer (BTU/hr) 
hsuctIon 95 X 95 I Max suctIon line exit enthalpy (BTU/lbm) 
qmt 96 X 200 I H.T. ofthe mterchanger 
fz 97 X 0.85 L fractIon of eva]!. air flow into z 
Qf 98X 175 L Total ff load 
Qz 99 X 170 L Total z cabinet load 
RunTime 100 X 0.5 L Fraction of time the compo runs 
tfanout 101 X -2.1 L Arr temp. after the evaQ. fan 
tma 102 X 10.2 L Mixed air mlet temp. to the evap. 
~omp 103 X 212 CQ.mp. power 
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· can 
over the com . can 
EXTERNAL,. 

This library contains the routines necessary to solve "ACRC2" problem 
Written by Kevin J. Porter (August 7. 1992) 
Modified by Kevin J. Porter (October 29. 1992)
Included constant pressure drop for each zone of the heat exchangers 
Modified by Kevin J. Porter (November 4. 1992) 
Removed commented out statements and removed scaling factors for 
t3 and t9 
Modified by Kevin J. Porter (November 4. 1992) 
Set model up to be either a design or simulation model. 
PURPOSE The purpose of this routine is solve the ACRC2 problem 
USAGE: This library contains InitializeACRC2. CalcRACRC2. BCACRC2 
and FCACRC2. 
InitializeACRC2 - Initializes the ACRC2 variables 
CalcRACRC2 - contains the residual equations 
BCACRC2 - contains the variable boundary conditions 
FCACRC2 - conducts the final checks on the ACRC2 problem,. 

SUB InitializeACRC2(XFile. XFileName$. KFile. KFileName$. X().X$().K().K$()) 
PURPOSE - The initialization routine for ACRC2 
INPUTS 
XFile - 1 if X is initialized by the file XFileName$ 
XFileName$ - X variable initialization file 
KFile - 1 if K is initialized by the file KFileName$ 
KFileName$ - K parameter initialization file 
CalcR$ - string uses to select the initialization routine 
OUTPUTS 

X - variable array 

X$ - variable name array 

K - parameter array 

K$ - parameter name array 

LOCAL Nvar Number of variables 

LOCAL Ncon Number of parameters 

LOCAL i 

LOCAL XFileNameOld$ Stores the X file name 

DECLARE DEF BTU 
OPTION TYPO 
, Initializing constants and redimensioning arrays. 
LET Ncon = 57 

LET Nvar = 105 

MAT X = CON(Nvar)

MAT REDIM X$(Nvar) 

MAT REDIM K(Ncon) 
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MAT REDIM KS(Ncon) 
, Initialize parameters from file 
IF 	KFile = 1 then 

OPEN #2 : NAME KFileNameS, CREATE NEWOLD, ORG TEXT 

FOR i ... 1 to Neon 

INPUT #2 : KS(i) , K(i)

NEXT i 

CLOSE #2 

ELSE 

END IF 

, Initialize variables from file - different files are used for 

! different ambient temperatures and if running subcooled 

LET XFileNameOldS = XFileNameS 

IF K(25) <= 55 then . 

LET XFileNameS = XFileNameS &"50" 

ELSE IF K(25) <= 75 then 

LET XFi leNc:uneS = XFi leNameS & "70" 

ELSE 

LET XFi.leNameS = XFi.leNameS & "90" 

END IF 

IF K(9) = 0 then 

LET XFi.leNameS = XFi.leNameS & "S" 

END IF 

IF 	XFile =1 then 
! Initialize variables from file 
OPEN #2 : NAME XFileNameS, CREATE NEWOLD, ORG TEXT 
FOR i = 1 to Nvar 
INPUT #2 : XS(i) , XCi)

NEXT i 

CLOSE #2 

ELSE 
END IF 
LET XFileNameS = XFileNameOldS 
IF 	K(39) =0 then RunTime is the parameter 
LET KS(37) = "RunTime" 
LET XS(l00) = "mtotal" 
ELSE IF K(39) =1 then mtotal is the parameter 
LET KS(37) = "mtotal" 
LET XS(l00) = "RunTime" 
ELSE IF K(39) =2 then Both RunTime and mtotal are variables 
LET KS(37) "mtotal"III 
LET XS(l00) = "RunTime" 
END IF 
IF K(39) ... 2 then 
CALL BCACRC2(X,K) 
END IF 
END SUB
,. 
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SUB CalcRACRC2(R(),X(),K(),VarNum) 
PURPOSE : Provide the residual equations for the ACRC2 problem 
INPUTS 

X - the dependent variable array 

K - the parameter array 

VarNum - present variable number 

. If VarNum equals zero, all residuals must be determined. 
Otherwise, VarNum represents the present derivative variable. 
OUTPUT 
R - the Residuals 
,....................................................................... 

, Dependent ,Variables 
LOCAL COP, E 
LOCAL h0, hi, h11, h20, h2l, h3, h4;-115, h7l, h9 
LOCAL p0, pi, p20, p2l, p3, p4, p7, p71, p9, pll
LOCAL sv2phcond, sv2phevap, svsubcond, svsubevap 
LOCAL to, tl, til, t20, t2l, t3, t4, t7, t71, t9, Tsatl, Tsatll 
LOCAL w 
LOCAL asubcond, cacond, cmaxsub, cminsub, esubcond, fsubcond, qsub, tacond 
LOCAL a2phl, a2ph2, cacond2phl, cacond2ph2, e2phl, e2ph2, q2phl, q2ph2
LOCAL taZmid, ta2phl, ta2ph2 
LOCAL asupcond, cmaxsupcond, cminsupcond, esupcond, fsupcond, qsupcond 
LOCAL tacondout, tasup, tasupfanout, tasupout 
LOCAL mlphcond, msubcond, msupcond, qcond, Scond, tcondexit, xoc 
LOCAL a2phevap, caevap, e2phevap, q2phevap, ta2ph 
LOCAL asupevap, cmaxsupevap, cminsupevap, esupevap, qsupevap, taevapout
LOCAL mlphevap, qevap, Sevap, tevapexit, xi, xoe 
LOCAL hcap, qmaxint, hsuction, qint 
LOCAL fz, Qf, Qz, RunTime, tfanout, tma 
LOCAL pcomp, qcomp, tacomp 
, Parameters 
LOCAL acond, FanPos, fleak, frecirc, fupstream, pcond
LOCAL Subeff, Supeffc, Twophase 
LOCAL uZphcond, usubcond, usupcond, vdotcond, Volcond 
LOCAL aevap, pevap, Superheat, u2phevap, usupevap, vdotevap, Volevap 
LOCAL eint 
LOCAL Qfresh, Qfrez, tamb, tf, tfrez, tfrig, tz, UAf, UAz 
LOCAL CompPos, hbarcomp 
LOCAL Charge, Homo, map, mtotal 
LOCAL patm 
LOCAL RUnMtotalBoth 
LOCAL TzTfrez 
LOCAL DpDischarge, DpSupCond, Dp2phCond, DpSubCond, DpLiquid, Dp2phEvap 
LOCAL DpSupEvap, DpSuction
LOCAL SetSubcooling, SetSuperheat 
! Non residual variables 

LOCAL fleakposl, fleakpos2, mdotacond, pwrcondposla, pwrcondposlb 

LOCAL pwrcondpos2a, pwrcondpos2b, WeightCond 

LOCAL mdotaevap, WeightEvap

LOCAL qcompposl, qcomppos2 

DECLARE DEF psatT, htx, hpt, vtx, cpa, va, ha, BTU, wf, wcap, pcompf, iff 
DECLARE DEF eff, ec, epc, e2p, GLQuad 
DECLARE PUBLIC CalcCharge , 1 - calculate charge, 0 - do not calculate 
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LOCAL CalcChargeOld Stores the value of CalcCharge 
! Initialization of parameters 
LET acond = K(l) ! Total H.T. area of the condo (ftA2)

LET FanPos = K(2) Condo fan position - 0 if fan is before comp., 

! 1 if after compo

LET fleak • K(3) % air which leaks out before the condo fan 

LET frecirc = K(4) Fraction of the condo air which recirculates 

LET fupstream = K(S) Fraction of condo area before the compo 

LET pcond - K(6) Condo fan power (W)

LET Subeff = K(7) Geometry for the subz of condo - 0 for parallel 

! counter flow,l for counterflow 

LET Supeffc = K(8) Geometry for the desupz of condo - 0 for parallel 

! counter flow, 1 for counter flow 

LET Twophase = K(9) Condo exit control - 0 for sub., 1 for 2ph 

LET u2phcond =K(10) U for the 2phz of the condo (BTU/hr-ftA2-F)

LET usubcond = K(ll) U for the subz of the condo (BTU/hr-ftA2-F) 

LET usupcond = K(12) U for the desupz of the condo (BTU/hr-ftA2-F)

LET vdotcond _ K(13) Volumetric air flow rate for the condo (ftA3/min) 

LET Volcond = K(14) Total condo volume (ftA3)

LET aevap = K(lS) Total H.T. area of the evap. (ftA2) 

LET pevap = K(16) Evap. fan power (W)

LET Superheat = K(17) Evap. exit control - 0 for 2ph, 1 for sup. 

LET u2phevap = K(18) U for the 2phz of the evap. (BTU/hr-ftA2-F)

LET usupevap = K(19) U for the supz of the evap. (BTU/hr-ftA2-F) 

LET vdotevap = K(20) Volumetric air flow rate for the evap. (ftA3/min) 

LET Volevap = K(21) Total evap. volume (ftA3)

LET eint =K(22) Eff. of the interchanger 

LET Qfresh = K(23) FF heater load (W) 

LET Qfrez = K(24) Z heater load (W)

LET tomb = K(2S) Ambient temp. (F)

LET tf = K(26) Air temp. entering evap. from ff (F) 

LET tfrez = K(27) Average air temp in z (F) 

LET tfrig = K(28) Average air temp. in the ff (F)

LET tz = K(29) Air temp. entering the evap. from the z (F) 

LET UAf = K(30) UA for the ff 

LET UAz =K(31) UA for the z 

LET CompPos =K(32) Compo position - 0 for 2ph, 1 after the condo 

LET hbarcomp = K(33) Average H.T. coeff. for the compo can (BTU/hr-F) 

LET Charge = K(34) Type of charge equation - 0 for slip correlated, 

! 1 for Lockhart - Martinelli 

LET Homo = K(3S) Selects type of slip-correlated charge equation ­
! 0 for Zivi, 1 for Homo 

LET map =K(36) ! Selects compressor map - 0 for Amana, 1 for GE 

LET RunMtotalBoth = K(39) ! 0 - RunTime is parameter, 1 - mtotal is 

! parameter, Both are parameters for design model 

IF RunMtotalBoth =0 then 

LET RunTime =K(37) ! Fraction of time the compo runs 
ELSE IF RunMtotalBoth =1 then 
LET mtotal =K(37) ! Total charge for the system (Ibm) 
ELSE IF RunMtotalBoth = 2 then 
RunTime_and mtotalare variables! 
END IF 
LET patm = K(38) Atmospheric pressure (psia) 
LET TzTfrez = K(40) o - Tz <> Tfrez and Tf <> Tfrig, 
! 1 - Tz = Tfrig and Tf = Tfrig 
LET DpDischarge = K(41) Pressure drop in the discharge line of the compo 
LET DpSupCond - K(42) Pressure drop in the supz of condo 
LET Dp2phCond = K(43) Pressure drop in the 2phz of condo 
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LET DpSubCond .. K(44) ! Pressure drop in the subz of condo 
LET DpLiquid .. K(4S)! Pressure drop in the liquid line after the condenser 
LET Dp2phEvap = K(46) ! Pressure drop in the 2phz of evap. 
LET DpSupEvap = K(47) Pressure drop in the supz of evap.
LET DpSuction = K(48) Pressure drop in the suction line 
! K(49) - K(SS) are the capillary tube parameters 
LET SetSubcooling = K(S6) 	 Used only if RunMtotalBoth = 2. If Twophase = 
! 	 1 then SetSubcooling represents the exit 
quality of the condenser. If Twophase = 0, 
then SetSubcooling represents the amount of 
! subcooHng. 
LET SetSuperheat = K(S7) Used only if RunMtotalBoth = 2. If Superheat 
! = 1 then, SetSuperheat represents the amount 
of superheat at the exit of the evaporator. 
If Superheat = 0. then SetSuperheat represents 
! the exit quality of the evaporator. 
IF 	TzTfrez = 1 then 
LET tz = tfrez 
LET tf .. tfrig 
LET K(29) = tfrez 
LET K(26) = tfrig 
END IF 
! Initialization of variables 
LET COP = X(l) Coefficient of performance 

LET E .. X(2) Total yearly system energy consumption (KW-hr) 

LET h0 .. X(3) Refrigerant h at the compressor outlet (BTU/lbm) 

LET hl == X(4) Refrigerant h at condo inlet (BTU/lbm) 

LET hll = XeS) Refrigerant h at compo inlet (BTU/lbm) 

LET h20 == X(6) Refrigerant h at t = t20 and x = 0 (BTU/lbm) 

LET h21 .. X(7) Refrigerant h at t = t21 and x = 1 (BTU/lbm) 

LET h3 .. X(8) Refrigerant h at the exit of the condo (BTU/lbm) 

LET h4 .. X(9) Refrigerant h at the liquid line exit (BTU/lbm) 

LET hS .. X(10) Refrigerant h at exit of the cap. tube (BTU/lbm) 

LET h71 .. X(l1) Refrigerant h at t .. t71 and x = 1 (BTU/lbm) 

LET h9 .. X(12) Refrigerant h at the exit of the evap. (BTU/lbm) 

LET p0 .. X(13) Compressor outlet pressure (psia) 

LET pl .. X(14) Condenser inlet pressure (psia) 

LET p20 ... X(lS) Condenser 2ph exit pressure (psia) 

LET p21 .. X(16) Condenser 2ph inlet pressure (psia) 

LET p3 = X(17) Condenser exit pressure (psia) 

LET p4 ... X(18) Liquid line exit pressure (psia) 

LET p7 .. X(19) Evaporator inlet pressure (psia) 

LET p71 .. X(20) Evaporator 2ph exit pressure (psia) 

LET p9 =X(21) Evaporator exit pressure (psia) 

LET pll .. X(22) Suction line exit pressure (psia) 

LET sv2phcond .. X(23) Refrigerant v at t = t21 and x = 1 (ftA3/1bm) 

LET sv2phevap .. X(24) Refrigerant v at t = t71 and x = 1 (ftA3/1bm) 

LET svsubcond .. X(2S) Refrigerant v at t = t20 and x = 0 (ftA3/1bm) 

LET svsubevap .. X(26) Refrigerant v at t .. t70 and x = 0 (ftA3/1bm) 

LET to .. X(27) Refrigerant temp. at the compressor outlet (F) 

LET tl .. X(28) Refrigerant-temp. at the inlet of the condo (F) 

LET tll .. X(29) Refrigerant temp. at the inlet of the compo (F) 

LET t20 ... X(30) Refrigerant temp. at the exit of condo 2phz (F) 

Refrigerant temp. at the inlet of condo 2phz (F)LET t21 - X(31)
LET t3- .. X(32) Condo refrigerant exit temp. or quality (F) 

LET t4 = X(33) Refrigerant temp. at exit of the liquid line (F) 

LET t7 = X(34) Refrigerant temp. at the evap. inlet (F) 
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lET t71 - X(3S) 
lET t9 - X(36)
lET tsatl - X(37) 
lET tsatll - X(38) 
lET w - X(39)
lET asubcond = X(40)
lET cacond c X(41) 
lET omaxsub = X(4Z) 
lET cminsub = X(43)
lET esubcorid = X(44)
lET fsubcond = X(4S) 
lET qsub - X(46)
lET tacond - X(47)
lET aZphl = X(48) 
lET aZphZ =X(49) 
lET cacondZphl - X(50)
lET cacondZphZ = X(Sl) 
lET eZphl = X(SZ) 
lET eZphZ - X(S3) 
lET qZphl - X(54)
lET qZphZ =X(S5) 
lET taZmid =X(56)
lET taZphl = X(S7) 
lET taZphZ - X(58)
lET asupcond c X(S9) 
lET cmaxsupcond = X(60) 
lET cminsupcond = X(61) 
lET esupcond = X(6Z) 
lET fsupcond = X(63) 
lET qsupcond - X(64)
lET tacondout = X(6S) 
lET tasup =X(66) 
lET tasupfanout - X(67)
lET tasupout = X(68) 
lET mlphcond - X(69)
lET msubcond = X(70) 
lET msupcond = X(71) 
lET qcond =X(7Z) 
lET Scond - X(73)
lET tcondexit = X(74) 
lET xoc = X(75)
lET aZphevap = X(76) 
lET caevap - X(77)
lET eZphevap = X(78) 
lET qZphevap = X(79) 
lET taZph - X(80)
lET asupevap = X(81) 
lET cmaxsupevap =X(8Z) 
lET cminsupevap - X(83)
lET esupevap =X(84) 
lET qsupevap = X(8S) 
lET tgevapout =X(86) 
lET mlphevap =X(87) 
lET qevap =X(88) 
lET Sevap =X(89)
lET tevapexit = X(90) 
lET xi = X(91) 
LET xoe - X(9Z)
lET hcap = X(93) 
lET qmaxint - X(94) 
Refrigerant temp. at the evap. Zphz exit (F)

Evap. refrigerant exit temp. or quality (F) 

Saturation temp. for pl - used for maps (F) 

Saturation temp. for pll - used for maps (F) 

Refrigerant mass flow rate (lbmlhr) 

Subcooled area of the condo (ftAZ) 

Air H.C. for condo (BTU/hr-F)

Max H.C. of the subz of the condo (BTU/hr-F) 

Min H.C. of the subz of the condo (BTU/hr-F) 

Eff. of the subz of the condo 

Ratio of sub. to Zph condo area 

H.T. of the subz of the condo (BTU/hr)

Air temp. at the inlet of the condo (F)

First Zph area of the condo (ftAZ) 

Second Zph area of the condo (ftAZ)

Air H.C. for first Zphz of the condo (BTU/hr-F) 

Air H.C. for second Zphz of the condo (BTU/hr-F) 

Eff. of -the first Zphz of the condo 

Eff. of the second Zphz of the condo 

H.T. for the first Zphz of the condo (BTU/hr) 

H.T. for the second Zphz of the condo (BTU/hr)
Air temp. at exit of the first 2phz of condo (F) 
! Air temp. at inlet of first 2phz of condo (F) 
! Air temp. at inlet of the sec. 2phz of condo (F) 
Desup. area of the condo (ftA2)

Max H.C. of the desupz of the condo (BTU/hr-F)

Min H.C. of the desupz of the condo (BTU/hr-F) 

Eff. of the desupz of the condo 

Ratio of the desup. to Zph condo area 

H.T. of the desupz of the condo (BTU/hr) 

Air temp. at the exit of the condo (F)

Air temp. at the inlet of desupz of condo (F) 

. Air temp. after condo fan at exit of condo (F) 

! Air temp. at the exit of the desupz of condo (F) 

! Charge in the 2phz of the condo (Ibm) 

! Charge in the subz of the condo (Ibm) 

Charge in the desupz of the condo (Ibm) 

Total H.T. of the condo (BTU/hr)

Slip ratio for the Zphz of the condo 

Condo refrigerant exit temp. (F) 

Exit quality of the Zphz of the condo 

Zph area of the evap. (ftAZ) 

Air H.C. of the evap. (BTU/hr-F) 

Eff. of the Zphz of the evap. 

H.T. for the Zphz of the evap. (BTU/hr)

Air temp. at inlet of the 2phz of the evap. (F) 

Superheated area of the evap. (ftAZ) 

Max H.C. of the supz of the evap. (BTU/hr-F) 

Min H.C. of the supz of the evap. (BTU/hr-F) 

Eff. of the supz of the evap. 

H.T. of the supz of the evap. (BTU/hr) 

Air temp. at the exit of the evap. (F) 

Charge in 2phz of the evap. (Ibm) 

Total H.T. of the evap. (BTU/hr) 

Slip ratio for the Zphz of the evap. 

Evap. refrigerant exit temp. (F) 

Evap. inlet quality 

Exit quality of the Zphz of the evap. 

Max capillary exit enthalpy (BTU/Ibm) 

Max interchanger heat transfer (BTU/hr) 
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LET hsuction =X(95) ! Max suction line 'exit-enthalpy (BTU/lbm)

LET qint = X(96) ! H.T. of the interchanger (BTU/hr)

LET fz = X(97) ! Fraction of evap. air flow into z 

LET Qf = X(98) ! Total ff load (BTU/hr)

LET Qz = X(99) ! Total z load (BTU/hr) 

IF RunMtotalBoth = 0 then 

LET mtotal = X(l00) ! Total charge for the system (lbm) 
ELSE IF RunMtotalBoth = 1 then 
LET RunTime = X(l00) ! Fraction of time the compo runs 
ELSE IF RunMtotalBoth = 2 then 
LET RunTime = X(l00) ! Fraction af time the compo runs 
END IF 
LET tfanout = X(101) ! Air temp. after the evap. fan (F) 

LET tma =X(102) ! Mixed air inlet temp. to the evap. (F) 

LET pcomp = X(103) ! Camp. power (W) 

LET qcomp =X(l04) ! H.T. for the compo can (BTU/hr) 

LET tacomp = X(10S) ! Air temp. passing over the compo can (F) 

! Equations 
! PROPERTY ROUTINES 
IF 	Dp2phCond <> 0 then 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 15, 30 
LET R(l) = PsatT(t20) - p20 R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

ELSE 
LET R(l) = t21 - t20 
END IF 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 16, 31 
LET R(2) = PsatT(t21) - p21 !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 19, 34 
LET R(3) = PsatT(t7) - p7 !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
IF Dp2phEvap <> 0 then 
SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 20, 35 

LET R(4) =PsatT(t71) - p71 !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

ELSE 
LET R(4) = t71 - t7 
END IF 
IF 	DpSupCond <> 0 then 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 14, 37 
LET R(S) = PsatT(tsat1) - p1 IR 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

ELSE 
LET R(S) = tsat1 - t21 
END IF 
IF 	DpSuction <> 0 then 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
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CASE 0. 22. 38 
LET R(6) = PsatT(tsatll) - pll !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

ELSE 
LET R(6) = tsatll - t71 

END IF 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22 

LET R(7) = p0 - DpDischarge - pl !R 

LET R(8) = pl - DpSupCond - p21 ! R 

LET R(9) = p21 - Dp2phCond - p20 !R 

LET R(10) = p20 - DpSubCond - p3 !R 

LET R(ll) = p3 - DpLiquid - p4 !R 

LET R(12) = p7 - Dp2phEvap - p71 !R 

LET R(13) = p71 - DpSupEvap - p9 !R 

LET R(14) = p9 - DpSuction - pll !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

IF 	DpDischarge <> 0 then 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0. 3. 13. 27 

LET R(15) = hpt(p0.t0) - h0 !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

ELSE 
LET R(15) = h0 - hl !R 

END IF 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0. 4. 14. 28 

LET R(16) = hpt(pl.tl) - hl !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0. 7. 31 

LET R(17) = htx(t21.1) - h21 IR Enthalpy of saturated vapor at t21 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
. CASE 0, 6. 30 
LET R(18) = htx(t20.0) - h20 !R Enthalpy of saturated liquid at t20 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!If Twophase =1, then t3 represents the exit quality. If Twophase = 0 
!then t3 represents the subcooled exit temperature of the condenser. 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 8, 30, 32 

LET R(19) _ iff(Twophase,1.htx(t3,0),htx(t20,t3),htx(t3.0)) - h3 !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 8, 9 
LET R(20) = h4 - h3 !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 11, 35 
LET R(21) =htx(t71.1) - h71 !R Enthalpy of saturated vapor at t71 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
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!If Superheat = 0, then t9 represents the exit quality. If Superheat = 1 
!then t9 represents the superheated exit temperature of the evaporator. 
!The ABS is used to protect against negative evaporator exit qualities. 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 12, 21, 35, 36 
LET R(22) =iff(Superheat,1,htx(t71,abs(t9)),hpt(p9,t9),hpt(p9,t9))-h9 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 5, 22, 29 
LET R(23) = hpt(pl1, tll) - hll !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 23, 31 

LET R(Z4) = vtx(t21,1) - sv2phcond !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 25, 30 

LET R(25) - vtx(t20,0) - svsubcond !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 24, 35 

LET R(26) = vtx(t71,1) - sv2phevap !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 26, 34 

LET R(27) = vtx(t7,0) - svsubevap !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 10, 11, 34, 91 

LET R(28) = 1 - (h71 - h5)/(h71 - htx(t7,0)) - xi !R Inlet quality of 
! the evaporator 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
CONDENSER 
Liquid Line Region 
SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 32, 33 

LET R(29) - t3 - t4 !R No heating in liquid line 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

! Subcooled Region 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 6, 8, 30, 32, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 

LET R(30) = iff(Twophase,1,w*(h20 - h3),0,w*(h20 - h3)) - qsub !R 
LET R(31) =esubcond*cminsub*(t20 - tacond) - qsub !R 
LET R(32) = eff(Subeff,usubcond*asubcond,cminsub,cmaxsub) - esubcond 
LET R(33) = iff(Twophase,1,min(qsub/(t20 ­
t3),cacond*fsubcond),0.9,min(qsub/(t20 - t3),cacond*fsubcond)) - cmtnsub !R 
LET R(34) = iff(Twophase,1,max(qsub/(t20 ­
t3),cacond*fsubcond),1,max(qsub/(t20 - t3),cacond*fsubcond)) - cmaxsub !R 
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LET R(35) = iff(CompPos, 1, asubcond/(asubcond + a2ph1), 1, 
asubcond/(asubcond + a2ph1)) - fsubcond !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

!Air outlet of the subcooled region. 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 41, 46, 47, 57 

LET R(36) = iff(Subeff,l,tacond,qsub/cacond + tacond,tacond) - ta2ph1
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!Two phase Region - Section I 
LET mdotacond = vdotcond*60/va(patm,tacond)
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 6, 7, 8, 31, 39, 40, 41, 45, 47, 48, 50, 52, 54, 55, 57, 59 
LET R(37) = w*(h21 - iff(Twophase,1,h20,h3,hZ0)) - qZph1 - qZphZ 
LET R(38) = mdotacond*cpa(tacond) - cacond !R 
LET R(39) = eZph1*cacondZph1*(tZ1 - taZph1) - qZph1 !R 
LET R(40) = cacond*iff(CompPos,l,l - fsubcond,l,l - fsubcond)­
cacondZph1 

LET R(41) =eZp(uZphcond*aZph1,cacondZph1) - eZph1 !R 

LET R(4Z) = fupstream*acond - iff(CompPos,l,asubcond,asupcond + 

asubcond,asubcond) - aZph1 !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

!First Compressor Position 

LET fleakpos1 =iff(CompPos,1,fleak,0,fleak) 

LET qcomppos1 = iff(CompPos,1,qcomp,0,qcomp)

LET pwrcondpos1b =iff(CompPos,1,iff(FanPos,1,BTU(pcond),0,BTU(pcond)),0,0)

LET pwrcondpos1a = iff(CompPos,1,iff(FanPos,1,0,BTU(pcond),0),0,0) 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 41, 46, 54, 56, 58, 104 

LET R(43) ~ cacond*(taZmid - tacond) - qsub - qZph1 - pwrcondpos1b 
LET R(44) = cacond*(l - fleakpos1)*(taZphZ - taZmid) - qcomppos1 ­
pwrcondpos1a 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!Two phase Region - Section II 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 31, 41, 48, 51, 53, 55, 58, 63, 66 

LET R(45) = eZphZ*cacondZph2*(tZ1 - taZphZ) - q2ph2 .!R 
LET R(46) = cacond*(l - fleakpos1)*iff(CompPos,1,1 - fsupcond,l,l ­
fsupcond) - cacondZphZ !R 
LET R(47) = eZp(uZphcond*aZphZ,cacondZphZ) - eZphZ !R 
LET R(48) = iff(CompPos,l,taZphZ,qZphZ/cacond + taZphZ,taZphZ)- tasup 
CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

!Superheated Section 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 4, 7, Z8, 31, 39, 41, 49, 55,- 58, 59, 50, 61, 6Z, 63, 64, 66, 68 
LET R(49) - w*(h1 - hZ1) - qsupcond !R 
LET R(50) = esupcond*cminsupcond*(t1 - tasup) - qsupcond !R 
LET R(51) = eff(Supeffc,usupcond*asupcond,cminsupcond,cmaxsupcond) ­
esupcond 
LET R(5Z) = min(qsupcond/(t1 - tZ1),cacond*(1 - fleakpos1)*fsupcond) 
- cminsupcond !R 
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LET R(53) = maxCqsupcond/Ct1 - t21),cacond*C1 - fleakpos1)*fsupcond) 
- cmaxsupcond !R 
LET R(54) = iffCCompPos, 1, asupcond/Casupcond + 
aZphZ),l,asupcond/Casupcond + a2phZ)) - fsupcond !R 
LET R(55) = iffCCompPos,1,C1 - fupstream)*acond - asupcond.0,C1 ­
fupstream)*acond - asupcond) - aZphZ !R 
LET R(56) = cacond*C1 - fleakpos1)*Ctasupout - taZphZ) - qZphZ ­
qsupcond !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!Second Compressor Position 
LET pwrcondposZb = iffCCompPos, 1,0, iffCFanPos, 1, BTUCpcond), 0. 
BTUCpcond)),0)
LET pwrcondposZa = iff(CompPos,1,0,iff(FanPos,1,0,BTU(pcond),0),0)
LET qcompposZ = iffCCompPos,1,0,qcomp,0) 
LET fleakposZ =iffCCompPos,l,0,fleak,0) 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 28, 41, 47, 56, 65, 67, 68, 104, 105 
LET R(57) = cacond*C1 - fleakpos1)*Ctasupfanout - tasupout) ­
pwrcondpos2b !R 
LET R(58) = cacond*C1 - fleakpos1)*C1 - fleakposZ)*Ctacondout ­
tasupfanout) - qcomppos2 - pwrcondposZa !R 
LET R(59) = frecirc*tacondout + C1 - frecirc)*tamb - tacond !R 
LET R(60) = iffCCompPos,l,taZmid,tasupfanout,taZmid) - tacomp !R 
LET R(61) = hbarcomp*Ct1 - tacomp) - qcomp !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 27, 28 
LET R(62) = to - t1 R No heating in the compressor discharge 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 46, 54, 55, 64, 72 
LET R(63) = qsub + qZph1 + q2ph2 + qsupcond - qcond 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!CONDENSER VOLUME 
! Subcooled Volume 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 25, 40, 70 
LET R(64) = Volcond*Casubcond/acond)/svsubcond - msubcond !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
! Twophase Volume 
SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 0, 23, 25, 32, 48, 49, 69, 73, 75 
LET WeightCond = GLQuadCCharge,svsubcond/sv2phcond,Scond,l, 
l,xoc)/Cxoc - 1)
LET R(65) = iffCTwophase,l,0,t3,0) - xoc !R 
LET R(66) • tff(Homo,l,(svsubcond/sv2phcond)A(-1/3),l,l) - Scond 
·LET R(67) = CVolcond*Ca2ph1 + a2ph2)/acond)*CWeightCond/svZphcond + 
C1 - WeightCond)/svsubcond) ~ mlphcond 
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CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

I Superheated Volume 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 23, 59, 71 

LET R(68) =Volcond*(asupcond/acond)/sv2phcond - msupcond IR 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!EVAPORATOR 

ITwo phase section 

LET mdotaevap = vdotevap*60/va(patm,taevapout)

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 10, 11, 12, 34, 39, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 86 

LET R(69) =w*(iff(Superheat,1,h9,h71,h71) - h5) - q2phevap IR 
LET R(70) - e2phevap*caevap*(ta2ph - t7) - q2phevap !R 
LET R(71) = e2p(u2phevap*a2phevap,caevap) - e2phevap IR 
LET R(72) = mdotaevap*cpa(taevapout) - caevap IR 
LET R(73) - caevap*(ta2ph - taevapout) - q2phevap IR 
CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

I Superheated section 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 11, 12, 35, 36, 39, 77, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 102 

LET R(74) = iff(Superheat,1,0,w*(h9 - h71),w*(h9 - h71)) - qsupevap 
LET R(75) = esupevap*cminsupevap*(tma - t71) - qsupevap IR 
LET R(76) =ec(usupevap*asupevap,cminsupevap,cmaxsupevap) - esupevap 
LET R(77) = iff(Superheat,1,0.9,qsupevap/(t9 - t71),qsupevap/(t9 ­
t71)) - cminsupevap !R 

LET R(78) = iff(Superheat,l,l,caevap,caevap) - cmaxsupevap !R 

LET R(79) • caevap*(tma - ta2ph) - qsupevap IR 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 	 0, 76, 79, 81, 85, 88 

LET R(80) =a2phevap + asupevap - aevap IR 

LET R(81) - q2phevap + qsupevap - qevap IR 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

!EVAPORATOR VOLUME 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 24, 26, 36, 76, 87, 89, 91, 92 

LET WeightEvap = GLQuad(Charge,svsubevap/sv2phevap,Sevap,1,xi,xoe) 
/(xoe - xi) 
LET R(82) - iff(Superheat,l,t9,l,l) - xoe 
LET R(83) - iff(Homo,1,(svsubevap/sv2phevap)A(-1/3),1,1) - Sevap 
LET R(84) =(Volevap*a2phevap/aevap)*(WeightEvap/sv2phevap + (1 ­
WeightEvap)/svsubevap) - mZphevap 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
ITOTAL MASS EQUATION OR SUBCOOLING EQUATION 
IF 	RunMtotalBoth =2 then 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 30, 32 

IF 	Twophase - 1 then 
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LET RC8s) = t3 - SetSubeooling 

ELSE 

LET RC8s) = t20 - t3 - SetSubeooling 
END IF 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

ELSE 
SELECT CASE VarNlJII 
CASE 	 0, 69, 70, n, 87, 100 
LET RC8s) = 1000*CrnZpheond + msubeond + msupeond + rnZphevap ­
mtotal)
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
END IF 
!INTERCHANGER 
SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 30, 32, 35, 36, 74, 90 

LET R(86) = iffCTwophase,1,t3,t20,t3) - teondexit 
LET R(87) - iffCSuperheat,1,t71,t9,t9) - tevapexit 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 	 0, 5, 8, 10, 12, 39, 94, 96 

LET R(88) = w*Chll - h9) - qint ! R 

LET R(89) = w*Ch3 - hs) - qint !R 

LET R(90) = eint*qmaxint - qint !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 22, 74, 95 

LET R(91) = hptCpll, teondexit) - hsuetion !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 90, 93 

LET R(92) = htxCtevapextt, O) - heap !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 8, 12, 39, 93, 94, 95 

LET R(93) = minCw*Chsuetion - h9), w*Ch3 - heap)) - qmaxint !R 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
!CAPILLARY EQUAnON OR SUPERHEAT EQUAnON 
IF 	RunMtotalBoth = 2 then 

SELECT CASE VarNlJII 

CASE 0, 35, 36 

IF 	Superheat = 1 then 
LET R(94) = t9 - tn - SetSuperheat 

ELSE 

LET R(94) = t9 - SetSuperheat 

END IF 

CASE ELSE 
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END SELECT 
ELSE 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 17, 30, 32, 39 

LET R(94) = wcap(Twophase, p3, t20 - t3,t3,K(49),K(50),K(51), 
K(52),K(53),K(54),K(5s)) - w !R 

CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

END IF 
!CABINET LOAD MODEL - specifies tma and as a function of Tz, Tf, UAz, and 
UAf 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 86, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102 

LET R(9s) = BTU(UAz)*(tamb - tfrez) + BTU(Qfrez) - Qz !Freezer load 
LET R(96) = BTU(UAf)*(tamb - tfrig) + BTU(Qfresh)- Qf!Fresh food load 
LET R(97) = mdotaevap*ha(tfanout) - BTU(pevap) ­
mdotaevap*ha(taevapout) !R 
LET R(98) = Qz/RunTime + fz*mdotaevap*ha(tfanout) ­
fz*mdotaevap*ha(tz) !R !Freezer energy balance 
LET R(99) = Qf/RunTime + (1 - fz)*mdotaevap*ha(tfanout) - (1 ­
fz)*mdotaevap*ha(tf) !R 
!Fresh food energy balance 
LET R(100) = fz*ha(tz) + (1 - fz)*ha(tf) - ha(tma) !Adiabatic air mix 
CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

!Compressor 

SELECT CASE VarNum 

CASE 0, 4, 5, 37, 38, 39, 103, 104 

LET R(101) = wf(map, tsatl, tsatll) - w !R 
LET R(102) = Pcompf(map,tsatl,tsatll) - pcomp !R 
LET R(103) = hll + (BTU(pcomp) - qcomp)/w - hi !R 
CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

SELECT CASE VarNum 
CASE 	 0, 1, 2, 88, 100, 103 
LET R(104) = (qevap - BTU(pevap))/BTU(pcond + pevap + pcomp) - COP 
LET R(10s) = (pcond + pevap + pcomp)*RunTime*365*24/1000 - E 
CASE ELSE 

END SELECT 

END SUB!. 

SUB BCACRC2(X(),K()) 
PURPOSE - The BC routine for ACRC2. BCACRC2 bounds the variables 
during the NEWTON RAPHSON iteration. 
INPUTS 

X - the dependent variable array 

K - the parameter array 

!*********************************************************************** 
IF 	K(39) <> 2 then ! RunMtotalBoth 
IF (K(9) = 0) and (X(74) > X(30)) then Subcooled with t3 > t2 
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LET K(9) = 1 Twophase = 1 

LET X(74) = X(30) tcondexit = t2 

LET X(32) = 0.01 t3 

LET X(75) = 0.01 xoc 

LET X(40) = 0 asubcond 

LET X(46) = 0 ! qsub

ELSE IF (K(9) = 1) and (X(32) < 0) then Twophase with t3 < 0 

LET K(9) = 0 ! Twophase 

LET X(32) = X(30) - 4 ! t3 

LET X(74) = X(30) - 4 ! tcondexit 

LET X(75) = 0 ! xoc . 

LET X(40) = 0.4 ! asubcond 

LET X(46) = 10 ! qsub 

END IF 
IF 	(K(17) = 0) and (X(36) > 1) then ! Flooded evaporator and t9 > 1 
LET K(17) = 1 ! Superheat 
LET X(36) = X(35) + .03 ! t9 
LET X(90) = X(35) + .03 ! tevapexit 
! LET X(36) = X(35) + 1 ! t9 
LET X(90) = X(35) + 1 ! tevapexit 

LET X(92) = 1 ! xoe 

LET X(81) = 1 ! asupevap 

LET X(85) = 10 ! qsupevap 

LET X(82) = X(77) ! cmaxsupevap

LET X(83) = X(85)/(X(36) - X(35)) ! cminsupevap 

LET X(76) = K(15) - X(81) ! aZphevap

ELSE IF (K(17) = 1) and (X(90) < X(35)) then ! Superheat with t9 < t7 
LET K(17) = 0 ! Superheat 
LET X(36) = 0.97 t9 
LET X(90) = X(35) tevapexit 
LET X(92) = 0 97 ! xoe 
LET K(17) = 0 Superheat 

LET X(36) = 0.99 t9 

LET X(90) = X(35) tevapexit 

LET X(92) = 0.99 xoe 

LET X(81) = 0 asupevap

LET X(85) = 0 qsupevap 

ELSE IF (K(17) = 1) and (X(76) > K(15)) then 
! Superheat with aZphevap > aevap 

LET K(17) = 0 Superheat 

LET X(36) = 0.97 t9 

LET X(90) = X(35) tevapexit 

LET X(92) = 0.97 ! xoe 

LET K(17) = 0 ! Superheat 

LET X(36) = 0.99 ! t9 

LET X(90) = X(35) tevapexit 

LET X(92) = 0.99 xoe 

LET X(81) = 0 asupevap 

LET X(85) = 0 qsupevap 

END IF 
IF (K(17) = 0) and (X(36) < 0) then- ! Superheat and T9 

LET X(36) = 0.95 

END IF 

ELSE IF K(39) = 2 then 
IF 	(K(9) = 0) and (X(74) > X(30)) then Subcooled with t3 > tZ 
LET X(32) = X(30) - K(56) ! t3 
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LET X(74) = X(30) - K(56) ! tcondexit 
LET X(75) = 0 ! xoc 
LET X(40) = 0.4 ! asubcond 
LET X(46) = 10 ! qsub
ELSE IF (K(9) = 1) and (X(3Z) < 0) then ! Twophase with t3 < 0 
LET X(74) = X(30) ! tcondexit = tZ 
LET X(3Z) = K(56) t3 
LET X(75) = K(56) xoc 
LET X(40) = 0 asubcond 
LET X(46) = 0 qsub 
END IF 
IF (K(17) = 0) and (X(36) > 1) then ! Flooded evaporator and t9 > 1 
LET X(36) = K(57) ! t9 
LET X(90) = X(35) ! tevapexit 
LET X(9Z) = K(57) ! xoe 
LET X(81) = 0 ! asupevap 
LET X(85) = 0 ! qsupevap
ELSE IF (K(17) = 1) and (X(90) < X(35)) then Superheat with t9 < t7 
LET X(36) = X(35) + K(57) ! t9 
LET X(90) = X(35) + K(57) ! tevapexit 
LET X(9Z) = 1 ! xoe 
LET X(81) = .01 ! asupevap 
LET X(85) = .5 ! qsupevap 
LET X(8Z) = X(77) ! cmaxsupevap
LET X(83) = X(85)/(X(36) - X(35)) ! cminsupevap 
LET X(76) = K(15) - X(81) ! aZphevap 
ELSE IF (K(17) = 1) and (X(76) > K(15)) then 
! Superheat with aZphevap > aevap 
LET X(36) = X(35) + K(57) ! t9 
LET X(90) = X(35) + K(57) ! tevapexit 
LET XC9Z) = 1 ! xoe 
LET X(81) = .01 ! asupevap
LET X(85) = .5 ! qsupevap 
LET X(8Z) = X(77) ! cmaxsupevap
LET X(83) = X(85)/(X(36) - X(35)) ! cminsupevap 
LET X(76) = K(15) - X(81) ! aZphevap 
END IF 
IF (K(17) = 0) and (X(36) < 0) then ! Superheat and T9 

LET X(36) = 0.95 

END IF 

END IF 

IF K(17) = 0 then 
LET X(76) = K(15) aZphevap 
LET X(81) = 0 asupevap 
END IF 
IF K(9) = 1 then 
LET X(40) = 0 asubcond 
LET X(70) =0 msubcond 
END IF 
END SUB 
! 
SUB FCACRCZ(XC).KC)) 
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PURPOSE - The FC routine for ACRC2 It conducts the final checks 

on the solutions of NRSolver. 

INPUTS 

X - the dependent variable array

K - the parameter array 

!*********************************************************************** 
LOCAL T2. T7 

LOCAL acond. Twophase. Volcond. aevap. Superheat. Volevap, Charge

LOCAL RunMtotalBoth 

LOCAL sv2phcond, sv2phevap. svsubcond, svsubevap, asubcond, a2ph1, a2ph2

LOCAL asupcond 

LOCAL Scond, xoc. a2phevap, asupevap, Sevap, xi, xoe 

LOCAL m2phcond, msubcond, msupcond, m2phevap, mtotal 

LOCAL WeightCond, Weightevap 

DECLARE PUBLIC CalcCharge !1 - calculate charge,0 -do not calculate charge
DECLARE DEF GLQuad, iff 
LET T2 = X(37) 
LET T7 = X(38) 
WHEN ERROR In 
IF (T2 < 100) or (T2 > 140) then 
CAUSE ERROR 600, "T2 = " &str$(T2) & " and it is outside map."
END IF 
USE 
CALL StoreError 
END WHEN 
WHEN ERROR In 
IF (T2 < 100) or (T2 > 140) then 
CAUSE ERROR 601, "T7 = " &str$(T7) & " and it is outside map." 
END IF 
USE 
CALL StoreError 
END WHEN 
! Initialization of parameters 

LET acond = K(l) Total H.T. area of the condo (ftA2)

LET Twophase = K(9) Condo exit control - 0 for sub., 1 for 2ph 

LET Volcond = K(14) Total condo volume (ftA3) 

LET aevap = K(15) ! Total H.T. area of the evap. (ftA2) 

LET Superheat = K(17)! Evap. exit control - 0 for 2ph, 1 for sup. 

LET Volevap = K(21) ! Total evap. volume (ftA3) 

LET Charge = K(34) ! Type of charge equation - 0 for slip correlated, 

LET RunMtotalBoth = K(39) 0 - RunTime is parameter, 1 - mtotal is 

! parameter, Both are parameters for design 

model 
IF ((CalcCharge = 0) and (RunMtotalBoth = 0)) or (RunMtotalBoth = 2)then
! Must calculate the charge in the system 
LET CalcCharge = 1 
! Initialization of variables 
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LET sv2phcond = X(23) 

LET sv2phevap = X(24) 

LET svsubcond = X(25) 

LET svsubevap = X(26) 

LET asubcond = X(40) 

LET a2ph1 = X(48) 

LET a2ph2 = X(49) 

LET asupcond = X(59) 

LET Scond = X(73) 

LET xoc = X(75) 

LET a2phevap = X(76) 

LET asupevap = X(81) 

LET Sevap = X(89) 

LET xi = X(91) 

LET xoe = X(92) 

!CONDENSER VOLUME 
Refrigerant v at t = t2 and x = 1 (ftA3/lbm) 

Refrigerant v at t = t7 and x = 1 (ftA3/lbm) 

Refrigerant v at t = t2 and x =0 (ftA3/lbm) 

Refrigerant v at t = t7 and x = 0 (ftA3/lbm) 

Sub. area of the condo (ftA2) 

First 2ph area of the condo (ftA2) 

Second 2ph area of the condo (ftA2) 

Desup. area of the condo (ftA2) 

Slip ratio for the 2phz of the condo 

Exit quality of the 2phz of the condo 

2ph area of the evap. (ftA2) 

Superheated area of the evap. (ftA2) 

Slip ratio for the 2phz of the evap. 

Evap. inlet quality 

Exit quality of the 2phz of the evap. 

LET WeightCond = GLQuad(Charge.svsubcond/sv2phcond.Scond.1.1.xoc)/(xoc 
- 1) 
LET msubcond = iff(Twophase.1.Volcond*(asubcond/acond)/svsubcond. 0. 
Volcond*(asubcond/acond)/svsubcond) 
LET m2phcond = (Volcond*(a2ph1 + a2ph2)/acond)*(WeightCond/sv2phcond + 
(1 - WeightCond)/svsubcond) 
LET msupcond = Volcond*(asupcond/acond)/sv2phcond !R 
!EVAPORATOR VOLUME 
LET WeightEvap = GLQuad(Charge.svsubevap/sv2phevap,Sevap,l,xi,xoe)/(xoe 
- xi) 
LET m2phevap = (Volevap*a2phevap/aevap)*(WeightEvap/sv2phevap + (1 ­
WeightEvap)/svsubevap) 
LET mtotal = msubcond + m2phcond + msupcond + m2phevap 
LET X(69) 
LET X(70) 
LET X(71) 
LET X(87) 
LET K(37) 
= m2phcond 
= msubcond 
= msupcond 
= m2phevap 
= mtotal 
LET CalcCharge = 0 
END IF 
END SUB 
Charge in the 2phz of the condo (Ibm) 

Charge in the subz of the condo (Ibm) 

Charge in the desupz of the condo (Ibm) 

Charge in 2phz of the evap. (Ibm) 

Total charge for the system (Ibm) 
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Appendix B 

Sensitivity Analysis Code User's Manual 

B.l Introduction 
Sensitivity Analysis Code (SAC) is a computer program written in True BASICTM. SAC 
analyzes systems of nonlinear algebraic equations to determine the sensitivity of the dependent 
output variables to changes in the independent input parameters. It was necessary to write to this 
software due to the difficulty of using commercial software to implement sophisticated 
sensitivity analysis algorithms. SAC conducts three different types of analysis: solution of a 
system of equations, local, and global sensitivity analysis. The routine SimpleRun solves the 
systems of equations using a Newton-Raphson solution technique. Multiple runs with different 
input parameters can be solved consecutively using the routine DataRun. The routine NLSTRun 
conducts local sensitivity analysis. NLSTRun determines the local sensitivity of the output 
variables to changes in the input parameters by evaluating the partial derivatives of the output 
variables with respect to the input parameters. Finally three different global sensitivity analysis 
routines are available: FASTRun, MonteCarloRun and SGRun. FASTRun implements the 
Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST). MonteCarloRun uses Monte Carlo techniques while 
SGRun produces data for 3D graphs showing output variables as a function of two input 
parameters. 
SAC is an input file driven computer program with many features making it very easy to 
use. Within the input file, the user supplies the information necessary for one or multiple 
analyses or jobs. Multiple analyses input files are useful for running jobs overnight. 
Fortunately, due to the detail error handling of SAC, if a fatal error occurs during one job, the 
program will not crash; but instead will print the error to the error file and continue to the next 
job specified in the input file. Another feature of the program is the availability of 
thermodynamic functions based on routines written by National Institute for Standards and 
Technology (NIST) [1]. The usage of these thermodyanmic functions are well documented [2]. 
Since these routines are in function format, they can be placed directly into the system of 
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equations. Finally the routine NRSolver, the Newton-Raphson routine which solves the system 
of equations, is independent of the actual system of equations which is to be solved. 
The program was written in True BASICTM for two reasons. One, True BASICTM is a 
high level structure language which in the future could readily be translated into Fortran90. 
Two, True BASICTM's structure enables the user to write large complicated programs easily. 
Some of these features are discussed in the following section. 
B.2 True BASIC~ Background 
True BASICTM is a high level structured computer language. True BASICTM utilizes both 
commands and statements. A command is something which can be selected from the menus or 
typed into the True BASICTM command window, while a statement is typed directly into the 
computer code and is interpreted by the True BASICTM compiler. Many of True BASICTM's 
simple statements are analogous to statements found in other high level program languages such 
as Fortran. These statements should be familiar to the average programmer and therefore will 
not be discussed in this manual. However, there are few unique commands and statements in 
True Basic™ which are essential for writing large computer programs: LOAD, LIBRARY, 
PUBLIC and DECLARE PUBLIC. 
The LOAD command extends the True BASICTM language. Using the LOAD command 
a file containing subroutines and functions can be loaded into memory. The loaded subroutines 
and functions become part of the True Basic™ language and can be used in statements of a 
program. The LOAD command is activated in one of three ways. One, the LOAD command of 
the CUSTOM menu can be selected. Two, LOAD followed by the file name can be typed into 
the command window. Three, a script file can be used. A script file is a file which contains one 
or more True BASICTM commands. The SCRIPT file is activated by either the CUSTOM menu 
or by typing SCRIPT followed by the file name into the command window. The script file 
method is recommended when using multiple LOAD commands for one program and is used by 
SAC to LOAD many modules into memory. 
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The LIBRARY statement is similar to the INCLUDE statement found in many computer 
languages. Using the LIBRARY statement a file containing subroutines and functions can be 
made available to another section of computer code. The subroutines and functions in this file 
should have been declared EXTERNAL so that one does not have to worry about duplicating 
variable names. 
PUBLIC and DECLARE PUBLIC statements are used for handling global variables. The 
PUBLIC statement is used to define a variable global and should be used the first time the 
variable is encountered by the program. Later when that same global variable is to be used in a 
different section of the program, it must be declared using the statement DECLARE PUBLIC, 
meaning this variable is the same as the variable previous defined as PUBLIC. In conclusion, 
PUBLIC is used the first time the variable needs to be defined and DECLARE PUBLIC is used 
for defining all later occurences of that same global variable. Descriptions of PUBLIC variables 
can be found at the beginning of the code listing. 
B.3 Program Structure 
SAC is a large computer code due to the many specific sensitivity analysis algorithms 
available. All the code for the specific sensitivity algorithms is loaded into memory using a 
SCRIPT file containing multiple LOAD commands; one file for each sensitivity analysis 
technique. One of these files loaded into memory is Module Handler. Within Module Handler 
are the multiple LIBRARY statements. The file associated with each LIBRARY statement 
contains the four subroutines specific to each system of equations. Therefore, if the user wishes 
to load five complete systems of equations into SAC, five LIBRARY st~tements should be 
included within Module Handler. More details concerning Module Handler and the specific four 
subroutines can be found in the next section of this manual. 
Once the all the necessary files are loaded into memory by the user, the user must specify 
the input file before the program can be run. This is done by setting the variable DataFile$ to the 
name of the input file (the specifics of the input file are explained in a latter section of this 
manual.) When the program is running, the steps depicted in Figure B.l are implemented. 
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Initialize 
Variables 
Call Run Dependent Upon 
Routine Analysis$ 
• 
Figure B.l SAC flow chart 
B.4 Installing a New System of Equations 
SAC can be used to solve any system on nonlinear algebraic equations. However, for 
each new system of equations a few additions must be made to the code. The user must select a 
unique character string for CalcR$, a string variable used to select a specific system of equations. 
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For simplicity CalcR$ should be about eight characters and it is assumed to be case sensitive. 
For this explanation ACRC2 will be the CalcR$ which represents the refrigeration model 
ACRC2. Once the CalcR$ is selected, the user must write the following four EXTERNAL 
subroutines which are included within the file Module Handler using the LIBRARY statement: 
InitializeACRC2, CalcRACRC2, BCACRC2 and FCACRC2 where the ACRC2 is the particular 
CalcR$. These routines should be stored within one file called ACRC2. The routine 
InitializeACRC2 initializes the values of the dependent and independent variables by either 
assignment statements or by inputting the information from files. CalcRACRC2 contains the 
actual equations to be solved. BCACRC2 is used to bound the dependent variables and is called 
by NRSolver every Newton-Raphson iteration. FCACRC2 is a routine which checks the final 
values of the dependent variables. This routine is called once at the end of NRSolver. If for the 
particular system of equations in question, BC and FC checks are not necessary, the user must 
still create the routines; however, they will be empty and therefore will not effect the solution of 
the equations. More information about these routines can be found by examining the file 
presented. Finally, these routines should be saved in compiled format under the name of 
ACRC2*. 
Even though the file ACRC2* has been created, it has not yet been linked in any manner 
with the program SAC. This is done by editing the file Module Handler. Module Handler 
contains all the routines which use the four EXTERNAL routines that are specific to a particular 
system of equations. The five routines in Module Handlers must be edited to include the new 
system of equations. These routines are edited by updating the IF statements in each routine. 
For example the InitializeX routine in Module Handlers would be edited by including the 
following ELSE IF statement. 
ELSE IF CalcR$ ="ACRC2" then CALL CalcRACRC2(R, X, K, VarNum) 
The other four routines are updated in a similar manner. With this completed, the new system of 
equations can be solved by SAC. 
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B.S User's General Input Data 
SAC uses the input file DataFile$ to select a particular type of analysis. SAC expects a 
certain set of information to be contained within the file DataFile$ independent of the specific 
analysis. This information is read in by the routine GetInputData and shall be referred to as 
general input data. Table B.I describes how this general information must be presented within 
the input file. If a line contains more than one variable, they should be separated by commas, i.e. 
line 3 in Table B.I. 
Table B.I Description of general input data 
Line # Variable(s) Description Example 
I Separator Defines the beginning of a new set of inputs Must be 999 
2 DataFolder$ Folder for storing input and output data Test - Folder: 
Must include the : 
3 CalcR$ 
Analysis$ 
CalcData 
XFile 
KFile 
Case sensitive selector of equations 
Case sensitive selector of analysis 
I if data needs to be calculated 
I to initialize variables from file GuessesX 
I to initialize variables from file GuessesK 
ACRC2 
SIMPLE 
I 
I 
I 
4 EndString$ String which is attached to the end of 
output file names, cannot be a number 
A 
If there is a line 5, it should either contain a separator or information specific to the particular 
Analysis$ selected. The specific inputs for each particular are explained in the following 
sections. 
B.6 SimpleRun 
The routine SimpleRun is used to solve a system of equations. The backbone of 
SimpleRun and all the sensitivity analysis routines is the routine NRSolver which implements the 
-
Newton-Raphson solution technique of nonlinear algebraic systems of equations. 
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B.6.l Newton-Raphson Solution TechniQue 
The Newton-Raphson solution technique is an iterating solution method based upon 
Taylor-series expansions. The Newton-Raphson method is understood easiest by examining the 
steps in the iteration process [3]. 
Consider a model consisting of n nonlinear equations, r I' r 2" • " r n-l' r nand n variables, 
rl (Xl ,X2," "Xn-I'Xn ) = 0 
r2(XI,x2,"',Xn-I,Xn ) = 0 
(B.l) 
r n-I(XI,X2,",Xn-I,Xn ) = 0 
rn(XI,~"",Xn-I'Xn) = 0 
Iteration Steps for Newton-Raphson technique: 
l. 	 Rewrite the equations so that all terms are on one side of the equality sign. These 
equations are referred to as the residual equations, R in matrix format. 
2. 	 Assume trial values for the variables, XI,t,X2,t,"',xn-l,t,Xn,t. 
3. 	 Evaluate the residuals equations at XI,t,X2,t,"',xn-l,t,Xn,t. 
4. 	 Determine the partial derivatives of residual equations with respect to all variables 
and evaluate at XI,t,X2,,,"',xn-l,t,Xn,t. The resulting n by n matrix will be referred to 
asD. 
5. 	 Equate the first order Taylor-series expansions of the n residual equations to the 
residual equations, creating n equations with n unknowns. Equation B.2 represents 
the first of these n equations. The "c" index of the variables refers to "correct" value. 
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The first term on the right hand side vanishes because the residuals equations 
evaluated at "c" values are zero. Therefore, the N equations are 
C)rl arl ~ arl 
aXI aX2 aXn-1 aXn 
ar2 ar2 ar2 ar2 
aXI aX2 aXn-1 aXn 
arn_l arn-l arn_l arn-l 
aXI aX2 aXn-1 aXn 
arn arn arn arn 
ax} aX2 aXn-1 aXn 
or, in matrix notation : 
DDX=R 
XI,t - xI,c 

X2,t -x2,c 

Xn-l,t - Xn-l,c 

Xn,t -xn,c 

= 

rl 
r2 
(B.3) 
rn-l 
rn 
(BA) 

where DX refers to the delta x matrix of equation B.3. 
6. 	 Solve either B.3 or BA for DX using a linear simultaneous equation solver, i.e. Gauss 
elimination. 
7. 	 Determine the new values of x' s. 
XI,new = XI,t - (XI,t - XI,c) 
x2,new = X2,t - (X2,t - X2,c) 
(B.5) 
Xn-l,new 	= Xn-l,t - (Xn-l,t - Xn-l,c) 
xn,new = Xn,t - (xn,t - xn,c) 
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8. 	 If either all of the values in R or DX are smaller than the specified convergence 
criterion, the XnI!W' s are the answers and the iteration process is complete. Otherwise 
replace the xt's with the xnI!W's and return to Step 3. 
B.6.2 Implementation of the Newton-Raphson Solution Technique 
NRSolver has various options which allow the user to customize the Newton-Raphson 
solution technique. One, the user can optimlze the computational time of the derivative matrix 
and the frequency of the computation of the derivative matrix. Two, the solution time of 
Equation B.4 can possibly be reduced by using the sparse matrix capabilities of NRSolver. 
Three, a relaxation parameter can be used to increase or decrease the size of DX. Finally, 
various convergence algorithms are available. 
1. 	 Calculation of Derivative Matrix - Numerical differentiation is used to calculate the 
derivative matrix, D. The routine CalcD contained within NRSolver performs the 
differentiation. The underlying equation for this calculation is the following: 
(B.6) 
Delta is a Public variable which determines the accuracy of the numerical derivatives. 
The default value of Delta is 0.001. Utilizing the previous equation and the specific 
CaicR routine, CalcD is able to fill the derivative matrix. For increased 
computational speed, the user can use CASE statements so that only the necessary 
residual equations are evaluated for a particular derivative matrix. Finally the user 
can set the value of the PUBLIC variable SkippingDeriv. If SkippingDeriv equals 
one, the derivative matrix is evaluated every iteration. If SkippingDeriv equals two, 
the derivative matrix is evaluated every other iteration, etc. 
2. 	 Solution of Equation B.4 - Equation B.4 can be evaluated using two different but 
similar algorithms. If the system of equation is sparse, the user should set the value 
of the PUBLIC variable Sparse to 1; thereby implementing the sparse matrix version 
of the Gauss elimination [4]. Othet::Wise, the value of Sparse should equal zero and 
the regular Gauss elimination code will be used [5]. 
3. 	 Determination of DX - Normally the DX is determined by solving the linear system 
of equations: D DX =R using a form of Gauss elimination. However, NRSolver 
allows the user to adjust this value, obtaining a new D X by multiplying by the 
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relaxation factor, PUBLIC variable Beta. The default value of Beta is 1 and 
therefore, the value of DX is not nonnally adjusted after it is calculated. 
4. 	 Selection of Solution Check - Four different methods can be used to check for 
suitable convergence. The PUBLIC variable SolutionCheck detennines which of 
these four techniques are used. Listed below are explanations for the different values 
of SolutionCheck. 
1 - All residuals must be less than the PUBLIC variable Epsilon. (10-8) 
2 - All values in DX are less than the PUBLIC variable EpsilonX. (10-8) 
3 - All values in D: are less than the PUBLIC variable EpsilonXX. 10-3) 
4 	 - DX DX is less than the PUBLIC variable Tolerance. (10-3)
XX 
B.6.3 Inputs and OutjJuts 
All of the necessary inputs are supplied during the general input procedure. Therefore, 
since no additional inputs are necessary for SimpleRun, the next line in DataFile$ should either 
be 999 or nonexistent. 
Various fonns of output are available during the running of SimpleRun. The output 
process is dependent upon PUBLIC variables as described in Table B.2. If the control variable 
equals 1 then the specified outputs will be printed as dictated in Table B.2. 
Table B.2 Outputs of the routine SimpleRun 
Control Variable Outputs Occurrance 
PrintlnterResults Dependent Variables and Residuals 
plus miscellaneous infonnation 
After each Newton-Raphson 
iteration 
PrintFinalResults Ditto At the end of SimpleRun 
SaveResults Dependent Variables separated by 
commas 
Ditto 
B.7 DataRun 
The routine DataRun solves a system of equations for multiple sets of input parameters. 
This routine was design to solve the system of equations for each set of parameters associated 
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with a particular data run. Using this routine, the user can easily set up the program to solve the 
system of equations for many different data runs. 
B.7.1 Inputs and Qunmts 
In addition to the general input infonnation supplied during the routine GetInputData, the 
user must supplied the infonnation contained in Table B.3. NRuns specifies the number of 
different data sets for the entire DataRun. In many cases, the user will not wish to specify all the 
parameters for each data run; many of the parameters are the same for all data runs. Therefore, 
the user must specify the number of parameters to vary with the variable Nparameter. 
Furthennore, the array KSetUp must be created which translates the indices of the system 
parameters to the parameters of DataRun. Finally the user must specify the values of the 
parameters for each run. The solution and parameters for each data set are stored in a file 
contained in DataFolder$. 
Table B.3 Inputs for the routine DataRun 
Line # Variable(s) Description Example 
1 NRuns 
NJ!arameter 
The number of data sets 
The number of parameters used in the analysis 
5 
4 
2 KSetUp Translates from ~stem to DataRun J!arameters 3,7,9,12 
3 Data(l, -) Parameters for first data set -3,8, 1.5, 1 
4 Data(2, -) Parameters for the second data set -4, 6, 1, 1 
B.8NLSTRun 
NLSTRun is the local sensitivity analysis routine. Nonnalized Local Sensitivity Test 
(NLST) is calculated by evaluating the partial derivatives of each dependent variable with 
respect to all independent input parameters. These partial derivatives, Local Sensitivity 
Coefficients (LSC), are then normalized by the total error associated with each dependent 
variable producing the Nonnalized Local Sensitivity Coefficients (NLSC). NLSTRun is useful 
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for determining how important particular inputs parameters are when evaluating the error 
associated with the dependent variables 
B.8.1 Calculation of LSC's and NLSC's 
The LSC's and NLSC's can be calculated using two methods. The first method is 
computational intensive and involves solving the system of equations Nparameter + 1 times. 
The second method is a quicker and thus was chosen for SAC [6]. 
Consider a model consisting of n nonlinear equations, rl,r2,"',rn-l,rn and n variables, 
rl(Xl,X2"",Xn-l,Xn;kb~, .. ·,km-l,km) = 0 
r2(xl,x2"",xn-l,Xn;kl,~,···,km-l,km) = 0 
(B.7) 
rn-l (Xl,X2' ",xn-l,xn;kl,~... ,km-l,km) = 0 
rn(Xl,X2,,,,,xn-l,Xn;kb~, .. ·,km-l,km) = 0 
Differentiation of equation B.7 with respect to kj and rearranging yields the following equations 
for the LSC's 
aXi = _D-1 ari (B.8)
ak·J ak·J 
where D is the derivative matrix calculated by NRSolver at the nominal values of k. The 
NLSC's are then calculated by the following equation. 
(B.9) 

B.8.2 Inputs and Outputs 
Unlike the routine SimpleRun, additional inputs are necessary for NSLTRuns. In 
addition to the general input information supplied during the routine GetlnputData, the 
information contained within Table BA must be provided. In many cases, the user will not want 
to conduct the analysis for all the parameters of the system of equations. Therefore, the user 
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must specify the number of parameters for the analysis with the variable Nparameter. 
Furthermore, an array KSetUp must be created which translates the indices of the system 
parameters to the parameters of NLSTRun. 
Table B.4 Inputs for the routine NSLTRun 
Line # Variable(s) Description Example 
1 Nparameter 
PercentError 
The number of parameters used in the analysis 
±percent error for NLST in decimal format 
5 
0.1 
2 KSetUpO Translates from system to NLSTRun parameters 1,4, 8,9, 10 
As with the SimpleRun routine, the intermediate results of NRSolver will be printed if the 
PUBLIC variable PrintInterResults equals 1. NLSTRun also outputs the LSC and NLSC 
coefficients into files stored in the DataFolder$. 
B.9FASTRuD 
The routine FASTRun implements the global sensitivity analysis method Fourier 
Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST). The global nature of FAST arises from the simultaneous 
variation of all parameters. The purpose of FAST is to determine how much of the variation in 
variable Xi is caused by the variation in parameter k j • These results are represented by the 
partial variance of the dependent variables. Originally FAST was developed by Shuler et al 
[7, 8, 9, 10]. 
B.9.1 Themy 
Normally for a many parameter system of equations, the number of solutions necessary to 
adequately vary all the parameters throughout their entire parameter space is prohibited due to 
CPU considerations; however, FAST reduces the number of solutions necessary to a feasible 
number. This is done by assigning each parameter a different specific frequency, Wj. 
Parameter values are selected from search curve equations provided in Table B.5 [11] as a 
function of only one variable s. kj and kJ are the upper and lower values for parameter j as 
specified by the user. The type of variation chosen should be representative of the variation 
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associated with a particular parameter. SearchType 1 should be used for small variations while 
SearchTypes 2 and 3 should be used for large variations. 
Table B.5 Search curves for FAST 
SearchType Varianon kj(s) kj(s) Vj(s) 
1 Additive k -[I + v-sinco-s] J J J k1:l +k~J J 
2 
k1:l-k~J J 
k1:lJ +k~J 
2 Exponential kjexp[vjsincojs] ~k1:lk~J J 1 k1:l 
-In(-J)
2 k~J 
3 Proportional kjexp[vjsincojs] ~k1:lk~J J k1:l In(-:1-)
k-J 
s is varied uniformly from -rc/2 to rc/2. The discretization of s is a function of the number of 
parameters in the analysis. In other words, the more FAST parameters, the more times the 
system of equations must be solved. The minimum number of solutions necessary for an 
acceptable error in the results was determined experimentally. 
From the multiple solutions of the equations, the even and odd Fourier coefficients can be 
calculated. These coefficients represent a measure of the sensitivity of the xi variable to the 
variation in the kj parameter. These Fourier coefficients can be manipulated to produce the 
desired partial variances. The partial variances represent the percentage of variation in xi caused 
by the variation in parameter kj [12]. 
B.9.2 Inputs and Outputs 
In general the inputs and the outputs of FASTRun are quite similar to the results provided 
by NLST; however there is one major input difference (Table B.6). The variables StartStop, 
Start and Stop allow very large FAST runs to be completed more quickly by running groups of 
simulations on different computers. This is done by setting the value of StartStop to 1 and by 
supplying the values of Start and Stop. By supplying different Start and Stop values for different 
computers, a large FAST job can be run in parallel using many computers. The simulation 
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results of the individual computers can be combined into one simulation final, and the final 
FAST results can be obtained by rerunning the entire job with CalcData equal to O. 
The outputs provided by FAST are the following: the individual solutions of the runs, the 
average and variances for all the variables and the partial variance of all variance with respect to 
the FAST parameters. 
Table B.6 Inputs for the routine FASTRun 
Line # Variable(s) Description Example 
1 Nparameter 
N 
PercentError 
The number of parameters used in the analysis 
The total number of Fourier coefficients usually 2 and 
should be an even number 
The percent error used to calculated KL and KU. If 
percent error equals 0, then one must specify KL 
and KU; otherwise KL =(1 - PercentError)*K and 
KU = (1 + PercentError)*K and KL and KU 
should not be specified by the user. 
5 
2 
0.1 
2 S tartS top If StartStop equals 1, the user must specify the 
variables Start and Stop; otherwise these variables 
must not be specified. 
1 
3 Start 
Stop 
The beginning run number if StartStop =1 
The final run number if StartS top =1 
15 
50 
4 SFName$ File name for the multiple run solutions FAST 
5 KSetup(l) 
KL(1) 
KU(I) 
SearchTyp_e(1) 
Parameter index value of the first FAST parameter 
Lower bound of the first parameter 
Upper bound of the first parameter 
Search type for the first parameter (Table B.4) 
3 
0.1 
0.3 
1 
6 KSetup(2) 
KL(2) 
KU(2) 
SearchType(2) 
Parameter index value of the second FAST parameter 
Lower bound of the second parameter 
Upper bound of the second parameter 
Search type for the second parameter (Table B.4) 
5 
0.7 
1.1 
1 
7 Ditto Repeat until all Nparameter information is supplied 
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B.10 MonteCarloRun 
The Monte Carlo method of sensitivity analysis is also global sensitivity method. The 
system of equations is solved multiple times as specified by the user. For each solution of the 
system of equations, a random number generator is used to select values from the user specified 
parameter distributions. The parameters can have either a uniform or normal distribution. 
B.IO.I Inputs and Outputs 
Listed in Table B.7 are the inputs necessary for conducted a MonteCarloRun. A value of 
1 for DTypeO represents a uniform distribution while a value of 2 represents a normal 
distribution. If a uniform distribution is selected, the value supplied for SDevO should be set 
equal to KLO. Furthermore, if a normal distribution is specified, then both KL and KU should 
be set equal the average parameter value. The outputs for a Monte Carlo run are the nominal, 
average, and variance for all variables and parameters. These values are calculated using 
standard statistical methods. 
Table B.7 Inputs for the routine MonteCarloRun 
Line # Variable(s) Description Example 
1 Nparameter 
NRuns 
The number of parameters used in the analysis 
The number of runs for the analysis 
5 
100 
2 SFName$ File name for the mult~le run solutions MONTE 
3 KSetUp(l) 
KL(I) 
KU(1) 
SDev(l) 
DType(1) 
Parameter index value of the first Monte parameter 
Lower bound of the first parameter 
Upper bound of the first parameter 
Standard Deviation of the parameter 
Distribution of the parameter 
3 
0.1 
0.3 
0.05 
1 
4 KSetUp(2) 
KL(2) 
KU(2) 
SDev(2) 
DType(2) 
Parameter index value of the second Monte parameter 
Lower bound of the second parameter 
Upper bound of the second parameter 
-
Standard Deviation of the parameter 
Distribution of the parameter 
5 
0.7 
1.1 
0.04 
1 
5 Ditto Repeat until all Nparameter information is supplied 
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B.llSGRuD 
SORun is a routine used to construct data files which can be used to plot 3D surface 
graphs. The user specifies two independent parameters. These parameters are then varied over 
their user-specified parameter space in a uniform manner. The user also specifies which 
dependent variables are to be stored as a function of the two independent variables. 
B.ll.l Inputs and Outputs 
For a SORun, the user must specify the two independent parameters used to construct the 
output table and specify which dependent variables will be stored in the output files. Table B.8 
describes how the inputs should be entered. 
Table B.8 Inputs for the routine SORun 
Lme# Vanable(s) Description Example 
1 NurnX 
NumY 
NurnZ 
The number of points in the X direction 
The number of points in the Y direction 
The number of variables to be output 
6 
6 
3 
2 ZNumO The variable indices for the analysis variables 1, 13,23 
3 KSetUp(l) 
KL(I) 
KU(1) 
Parameter index value of the first SO parameter 
Lower bound of the first parameter 
Upper bound of the first parameter 
3 
0.1 
0.3 
4 KSetUp(2) 
KL(2) 
KU(2) 
Parameter index value of the second SO parameter 
Lower bound of the second parameter 
Upper bound of the second parameter 
5 
0.7 
1.1 
The outputs for a SORun are NurnZ number of files with the particular output variable as a 
function of two independent input variables. The output files are constructed in a manner similar 
to a multiplication table. This format allows for easy graphing using DeltaOraphTM and other 
commercial 3D graphing programs. 
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Appendix C 
Comparison of Simulation and Experimental Results 
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Figure C.3 Condenser air intermediate temperature comparison 
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Figure C.4 Condenser air exit temperature comparison 
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Figure C.5 Evaporator air inlet temperature comparison 
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Figure C.6 Compartment inlet air temperature comparison 
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Figure C.7 Evaporator air exit temperature comparison 
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Figure C.S Condensing pressure comparison 
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Figure C.9 Evaporating pressure comparison 
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